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JOT IT DOWN 

Every man is ambitious. Every man wants to 
develop his mind. The great trouble with most 
of us is that we study hard but we do not do 
it systematically. We do not pause often enough 
or long enough in our reading to affix impres- 
sions upon our minds. We rely too much upon 
memory instead of stopping occasionally to 
make notes. 

Robert Louis Stevenson carried two books with him always -one to read 
and the other to write in. 

Keep a note -book. Jot down in it each idea, each thought you want to 
retain. The mere act of making a note tends to fix the thought permanently 
on our minds. Writing clarifies thinking and aids in concentrating on a 
subject. 

Learning is essentially a process of transferring to the mind that which you 
read. But no mind can fully absorb everything in a text-book even when 
read several times in the ordinary manner. To read a text-book is one thing; 
to study a text-book is something entirely different. Each passage has one 
or more important facts; locate these, and jot them down in condensed 
form in your note -book. The act of condensing an idea into a few of your 
own words, then writing these words will invariably fix the idea in your 
own mind, there to stay for all time. 

Memory is fickle -never rely entirely upon it for the preservation of im- 

portant ideas. Try writing out things you want to remember; try this for 
a while, and see how much easier it becomes to master what you read. 

J. E. SMcrtt. President. 
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Initalliny and S27(1[CLK fC 6-Volt 

U1n cl- P7[v¢iz ßattety é'h at9Qt.4 

By L. J. MARKUS 

Technical Editor 

RADIO receivers which depend upon a 6-volt 
' storage battery for all power requirements 

or at least for filament requirements are widely 
used in rural areas in this country. Wind -driven 
battery chargers for keeping the storage battery 
charged at all times are becoming increasingly 
more popular in these installations. The initial 
cost of a wind -driven charging system is ordi- 
narily less than half the cost of an equivalent 
gas engine -driven charging generator, and there 
is practically no operating cost when the power 
is obtained from the 
wind. 

Six -volt wind- operated 
systems usually con- 
sist of a 2- blade wood 
propeller mounted di- 
rectly on the shaft of 
a direct current gen- 
erator, a vane or tail 
attached to the genera- 
tor frame to keep the 
propeller facing into 
the wind when in use. 
a governor which pre - 
vents the propeller 
from reaching an ex- 
cessive speed during high winds or storms, a 
tower which supports the generator high enough 
so the propeller will receive the full force of the 
wind, and a control panel which prevents the 
storage battery from discharging into the gener- 
ator and at the same time indicates when the 
generator is charging. 

i -es, however. When the propeller picks up 
speed, the air foil (the back side of the blade) 
is creating practically all of the power. The high 
speed and power which can be obtained from a 
properly designed propeller is due to the partial 
vacuum which is created on the curved back por- 
tion of the blades. This vacuum literally pulls 
the propeller around, acting in the saine way as 
the vacuum formed on the curved upper surfaces 
of airplane wings. The propeller will ordinarily 
revolve at wind velocities of three to four miles 

per hour, but the 
generator will not 
begin charging the bat- 
tery until a consider- 
ably higher velocity is 
reached. 

The face of the propeller (the side which faces 
into the wind) is essentially flat and is inclined 
at an angle so that the propeller will revolve 
when the wind strikes it. The inclined face of 
the propeller is necessary only for starting pur- 

Various types of gov- 
ernors are used to keep 
the speed of the pro- 
peller essentially con- 
stant once the maxi- 
mum charging rate of 
the generator is 
reached. In one system 
the governor tilts the 
entire propeller and 
generator assembly up- 

ward at an angle which "spills" the excess wind 
off the blades, while in another system auxiliary 
governor flaps are used to spill the air away 
from the propeller and prevent excessive speed 
in high winds. 

A wind -driven generator should always be pro - 
vided with a manually- operated brake or with a 
mechanism for locking the propeller nt right 
angles to the wind when not in use. The control 
wire for actuating the locking mechanism will 
run from the top of the tower to a convenient 
point on the ground. 
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A battery designed especially for radio use and 
rated at between 160 and 300 ampere hours will 
give far better performance than an ordinary 
automotive storage battery in any wind -driven 
installation. The size of the battery is particu- 
larly important when one or more lights are 
to be operated from it in addition to a radio 
set. In general, the battery employed should 
have sufficient reserve storage capacity to carry 

A----- -_ - `-- 

C urteay ni,wl arger Corp 

FIG. I. A good wind charger installation on a home. 
The wind will act on the propeller with full force 

from all directions. 

the normal load for a period of ten days. since 
there may be periods of calm or low wind which 
last this long in some localities. 

in estimating drain, always figure on the basis 
of using not more than 757o of the rated capacity 
of the battery, for a battery should never be 
completely discharged. Estimate the normal 
drain on a battery in amperes, then estimate the 
number of hours during which tite battery will 
carry this load during a ten -day period. Multi - 
plying these two figures together will give you 
the total ampere -hour reserve capacity required 
in the hatttery. Multiply this computed value by 
1.2 to get the required battery size. If this ex- 
ceeds the capacity of a single battery, you can 
use two or possibly three 6 -volt batteries con- 
nected together in parallel. 

Choosing the Location. Since the wind is the 
only source of energy in a wind -driven battery - 
charging system, it is obvious that the generator 
must be mounted in a location where it will 
have the full sweep of the wind frosts all direc- 
tions. Wind cannot be seen, for it is simply air 
in motion, seeking to equalize differences in 
atmospheric pressure at various points on the 
earth. For this reason your choice of a location 
must be based upon certain general rules de- 
rived frosts past experience with wind power 
plants. 

Obstacles such as trees or buildings not only 
die it the wind and slow it down. but also cause 
eddies which may extend many feet in all direc- 

Pagc Four 

tions :wound an obstacle. There are four funda- 
mental rules which misst be observed if maxi- 
mum energy is to be obtained from the wind with 
any wind generator system: 

1. The propeller should be at least 15 feet 
higher titan any wind obstruction within 4011 

feet. 

2. The propeller should be at least 800 feet 
away from groves of trees or other obstructions 
which are higher than the propeller. 

3. The propeller should be at least 25 feet 
above the ground even in an open location, ex- 
cept possibly when the location is a high, 
windswept pasture hilltop. 

4. The distance between the generator and 
the battery must not be more than 200 feet. 

if a system is installed or inspected during Whi- 
ter. when trees are bare. remember that in the 
summer these trees will have full foliage and 
will form a wind- break. It is false economy to 
use too low a tower for the generator, for an 
additional '!II feet of height may doable the 
generator output. "The higher the tower, the 
greater the power" is a slogan well worth re- 
membering. 

Excessive resistance in the two -wire line con- 
necting a generator to a battery can cause line 
losses which prevent satisfactory operation of 
a 6 -volt wind -driven charger. At distances greater 

Caurtrry Bfnerarprr Corp. 

FIG. 2. A typical farm home surrounded by trees. 
A low propeller location as at A is useless, for the 
main air stream passes above the propeller and pro- 
duces a turbulence all around it. A 11/4" diameter 
pipe added to the short tower and supported by guy 
wires as at B gets the propeller into the main air 
stream, giving a 100% effective installation. A sepa- 
rate tower near the house, as at C, gives equally 

good results. 

than 200 feet the size of wire required for de- 
livery of full charging current to the battery 
becomes so large that its cost becomes prohibi- 
tive. When no suitable generator location is 
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available within this distance of the battery, 
place the generator at the hest possible location 
and use two batteries. one for the radio and the 
other for the generator. Thus one battery can 
be c'han'ged up while the other is operating the 
radio, tard the batteries can be interchanged at 
regalia' intervals such as once a week. The ex ra 
battery cost \Vial be offset by the saving in wire 
:nid the longer life of the batteries. If the genera- 
tor is located near a barn, a light in the barn can 
be operated from the battery being charged. 

Rooftops of homes are ideal locations for wind 
chargers, provided there are no high trees iu 
the immediate vicinity. A good installation of 
this type is shown in Fig. 1. Satisfactory results 
are obtained here with a fairly low and inex- 
pensive tower. 'l'he length of the line to the 
battery is less than ail feet. keeping line loss at 
a minimum and permitting the use of relatively 
low -cost No. S B & S gauge wire. When tall trees 
are near the house, an extension pipe can he 
added to the tower to get the propeller up into 
the main air stream, as indicated in Fig. 2, or a 
separate tower designed especially for wind 
generator units can be employed. 

Barns or other farm buildings not over 200 feet 
away front tlu' radio battery are also satisfactory 
Ioc'aiions. The height of the tower used will de- 
pend upon the nearness to obstructions, as indi- 
cated in Fig. 3. 

Mounting the Toarcr. Practically all wind 
changer units come with a 10 -foot high steel 
tower. When this is to he mounted on an ordi- 
nary gable roof covered with wood shingles or 
roofing paper. use the mounting scheme shown 
in Fig. 4.1. The !milts should go through good 
solid lumber, and both plate washers and lock 
washers should be used under the nuts at the 
lower cads. The tower should be perfectly verti- 
cal. Cheek this with a plumb lice attached to 
the top of the tower ; the plumb bob should 
touch the roof at a point equi- distant from all 

FIG. 

four tower legs. Rubber cushions made of old 
inner tubes or rubber heels can he placed under 
each tower foot to prevent transmission of pro- 
peller vibrations to the building. Apply rooting 
cement to the holes before inserting the bolts if 
there is a possibility of water leaking in. 

When a tower is to he mounted on a slate roof 
where drilling of holes is impractical. make two 

Coer?, sy Porrax- ((line Corp 

FIG. 3. Examples of poor, fair and good wind charger 
installations on outbuildings of a typical farm. Arrows 
indicate the path of the wind as it is deflected up- 

ward over the buildings and trees. 

wood saddles like those shown in Fig. 4 using 
strap hinges or iron strips to hold the saddle 
boards together at the peak. Bolt the tower feet 
to these saddle hoards after countersinking the 
holes so holt heads will not rest on the fragile 
slate shingles, then anchor the gtty wires to the 
edges of tla' roof. 'Illese guy wires will exert 
sufficient downward pressure to hold the tower 
securely in position. 

Pieces of wood fastened together with lung bolts 
can be used to block up two legs of the tower 
when nunuttiug on a slanting or shed -type roof; 
this arrangement, is shown in Fig. ¡C'. 

The effect ive height of the tower can be increased 
to 211 or _'. -c feet by retuuviug the 1 a/; "-diameter. 
12" long intimating pipe supplied with the unit. 
and replacing with a 10 or 1e. -foot, long pipe of 
the same diameter. This extension pipe should 

ai Pu, 1 .11 N.R,M 

\I 

4. Methods of mounting a wind charger 
gable roof 

tower on 
and on a 

Court, ''y Irinrhnrprr Corp 

an ordinary shingled gable roof, on a slate -shingled 
slanting roof. 
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he supported by guy wires anchored to n point 
:t feet below Its top: a % "- diameter bolt through 
the pipe at this point will prevent the guy wires 
from slipping down the pipe. 

.Mays ground the steel tower for protection 
against lightning. l'se No. 4 copper wire, run- 
ning it from a tower mounting bolt to it metal 
rod or pipe driven about ten feet into the ground. 

Propeller Mounting. The method of mounting the 
generator and associated parts on the tower will 
vary with different makes of wind chargers. 

FIG. 5. Check propeller 
tracking by measuring from 
each tip in turn to the 
tower, using a yardstick as 
shown here. The two dis- 
tances must be equal, for 
otherwise the propeller 
would vibrate excessively. 

Courarsy Parris -Dunn ('ern. 

Since detailed instructions fur this part of the 
installation procedure are always supplied with 
n particular uuit, we can pass on to the highly - 
important propeller adjustments. The propeller 
is generally attached to its hub with two bolts. 
Be sure that the flat surface of the propeller 
faces forward (faces the wind). Important: 
Always use a safety belt of some kind when 
working on a tower, as a precaution in case you 
should slip or lose your balance, and to eliminate 
the need for holding on with one hand while 
pulling up the generator. 

The propeller must "track" properly if vibra- 
tion is to be avoided. This means that both 
tips of the propeller must travel in the same 
path. To check tracking, measure the distance 
between one propeller tip and the tower, as in- 
dicated in Fig. 5, then turn the propeller half 
a revolution and make this same measurement 
for the other tip. If the two distances are not 
egnal. loosen slightly the bolt on that half of 
the propeller which is closest to the tower, and 
tighten the other huh bolt. If this does not give 
sufficient correction, loosen both bolts and insert 
a broad tin shim across the entire width of the 
propeller on the side which is closest to the 
tower, then repeat the tightening process. 

Vibration can also be caused by an out -of- 
balance propeller. Although each propeller is 
carefully balanced by the manufacturer, adverse 
atmospheric conditions can warp it or alter the 
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balance enough to cause noticeable vibral ion. The 
balance can be checked by placing the exact cen- 
ter of the propeller on a knife edge or a three - 
cornered file; if it does not balance, get a small 
wood screw and move it outward on the light 
side until you locate the point at which it will 
restore balance. Insert the screw permanently 
at that point. being careful not to split the pro- 
peller. Several small brads may be used at the 
tip of the propeller iss place of a wood screw, or 
a piece of thin metal of the proper weight can 
be attached to tlse flat face of the light -weight 
side near the hub. 

Location of Control Panel and Batteri. As a 

general rule, the at -volt storage battery slnounlal 

be located as close as possible to the radio re- 
ceiver, preferably in the same cabinet. If this 
is not possible or desirable. the battery may be 
placed in the basement directly below the re- 
ceiver locat' , and connected to it with No. (i 
or No. 4 B&S gauge wire (smaller wire would 
seriously affect operation of the radio set). The 
control panel can be mounted at a convenient 
location within a few feet of the battery or the 
receiver. 

Wiring. Only heavy -duty weatherproof insulated 
copper wire should be used for the two -wire line 
which connects the generator to the battery. The 
correct sizes of wire to use for various distances 
between generator and battery are given in the 
following table : 

Distance Wire Size 
Less than 50 ft. No. S RAS Gauge 
50 to 100 ft. No. 6 B&S Gauge 
100 to 200 ft. No. 4 B&S Gauge 

Standard porcelain strain insulators such as are 
used for regular outdoor power lines should be 
employed to support the wires at the generator 
location, at the housse, and at intermediate points 
where the wire passes buildings, poles or trees. 
Ordinary porcelain nail knobs can he used to 
support the wires along the side of the house. 
The wires can be brought into the house through 
is basement window frame or a first floor window 
frame. Buis the wires through two porcelain 
wall tubes which are slanted upward from the 
outside so rain cannot enter, just as when bring- 
ing an antenna transmission line into a building. 

The basic circuit for a wind charger system is 
given in Fig. (L The generator is designed espc- 
chilly for wind electric service, and employs an 
adjustable "third brush" like that used in auto- 
motive generators to maintain the output voltage 
essentially constant at varying speeds and to pro- 
tect the generator windings from burning out at 
high speeds. 

The large vane on a wind charger unit serves to 
rotate the entire assembly when the direction 
of the wind changes, in order to keep the pro- 
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yeller facing into the wind at all lines. . col- 
lector ring and brush arrangement directly be- 
neath the generator provides electrical connec- 
tions between the two line wires alai the two 
generator terminals without interfering with this 
rotation of the generator assembly. When con- 
necting a wire to a terminal in it wind charger 
system, first clean the insulation thoroughly from 
the end of the wire, then bend the bare wire into 
a loop which will lit over the terminal post. If 
working with No. 4 or thicker wire it may be 
nwro vonvettienl to flatten the end of the wire by 
hammering. then drill in it :1 hole the size of the 
terminal post. Never attempt to bend this heavy 
copper wire around a terminal post. for this may 
result in Lending of the post or damage to the 
iusnlatton :u'otutd the ltrmtin:11. 

'l'le cunt rid panel ordinarily contains only two 
ttevices, an inexpensive ammeter which serves 
primarily to indicate t-hen the battery is being 
changed. and a relay which prevents the battery 
from discharging into' the generator during 
perids of low wind and calm when the generator 
voltage is loss than the battery voltage. Observe 
that the relay coil is coimeeted directly across 
the two lino wires. During low winds the relay 
remains open and there is no closed circuit 
through the ammeter to the battery. With the 
average wind generator system, the generator 
will produce enough current to close this relay 
w114.11 the wind velocity is more than about 7 
miles tier hour. so that the propeller is rotating 
at approximately 3311 revolutions per minute. 
N\'hea this speed in reached, the relay contacts 

A 

4 

Courtesy Purriv -Dunn Corp.. C4urinda, Iowa 

Typical installation of Parris -Dunn 
Hy -Tower 6 -volt charger on a shingled 
gable roof. This unit begins charg- 
ing at a speed of approximately 350 
r.p.m., corresponding to a wind ve- 
locity of about 7 miles per hour. 
Governor action tilts the entire 
generator upward when wind velocity 
becomes excessive, "spilling" the 
wind off the propeller blades and 
thereby keeping the generator speed 
essentially constant once maximum 
output current is reached. The in- 
stallation and repair of wind gener- 
ator units like this is a simple matter 
for any Radiotrician, as installation 
instructions are furnished with each 
unit. No special tools are needed. 

Courtesy Irirudwyur Corp., Sioux City, /taro. 

Left: Heavy -duty 6 -volt Wincharger with 10 -foot self- supporting tower 
and 71/2 -foot diameter propeller. This direct -drive unit is rated to 
deliver a full 25 amperes in a wind velocity of 19 miles per hour or 
higher (this is claimed to be the highest top output of any 6 -volt 
charger on the market). Charging begins at a speed of 250 r.p.m., 
corresponding to a 51/2 -mile breeze. Up to eighteen 25 -watt lights 
can be installed along with the radio if good batteries are used with 

this heavy -duty unit. 
Right: Model '39 6 -volt Wincharger with 5 -foot self- supporting tower. 
The 6 -foot propeller is mounted directly on the propeller shaft. Charg- 
ing begins in a 71/2 -mile breeze, as indicated on the graph in this 
article. The Wincharger units are equipped with double grease -sealed 
ball bearings, making it unnecessary to oil the generator bearings for 
the entire life of the generator. The turntable shaft should be greased 
if the charger fails to respond readily to changes in wind direction. 
A few drops of light oil should be placed on the pin joints of the 
governor flaps if the flaps do not respond readily to changes in wind 

velocity. 
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close. :uu1 the generator begins charging the 
battery. The approximate value of the charging 
current will be indicated by the ammeter on the 
control panel. 

Two-volt radio storage batteries can be charged 
with a 6 -volt wind generator system by employ- 
ing a special control panel having a 2-volt relay 
and sometimes a current-limiting resistor. 

('onnectiuns to the battery and to the radio set 
mtust of course be made with proper polarity. 
Two or more batteries may be charged at the 
same' time if connected in parallel with the first 
battery. as indicated by the (lotted lines in Fig. 
ai. special care is required in making connections 
to the battery terminals, for low-resistance joints 
at this point will permit higher charging rates. 

: Never allow a wind generator suit to 
oper:alc without a battery connected to its circuit 
unless you first short together the line wires 
either at the generator or at the 0)111 col panel. 
If a shorting switch is installed at the control 
panel for this purpose. it will not be necessary to 
go outside and set the brake on the wind charger 
each time you want to disconnect the battery. 

Checking Connections. After checking all con- 
nections in your system carefully. release the 
brake on the wind generator, then short- 
circuit the relay contacts on the control panel 
with a short length of mimeo. wire. This serves 
to connect together the two positive terminals 
on the panel. The generator is now connected 
directly across the battery, and will act as a 
motor if you have wired up the system properly. 
The propeller will rew)lwe, and the ammeter will 
show a discharge of somewhere bet%eem 4 and $ 
amperes. A discharge of about 12 amperes might 
indicate that the brake was set: a higher dis- 
charge twonlll mean a short somewhere in the 
system. This test must naturally be made at a 
time when there is lint much wind, with a bat- 
tery which is at least partially charged. 

Serricin(/ hint.'. A wind generator commit be 
expected to slurw the same high and constant 
charging rate on the amuuter as you are accus- 
tomed to see on the ammeter in an ant7mmmbile. 
An automobile generator has the engine as a 

liberal soan'00 of ener:;\, whereas the generator 

in a wind-charging system derives its entire 
energy from the wind. 'Phis energy is rant cum - 
stamt because wwimd velocity is variable; when the 
speed of the propeller varies, the (dialoging rate 
Id the generator must also vary. If the wind 
velocity never dropped below 7 miles per honr, 
the ammeter would always show a charging 
rate of at least 1 aiupere. Unfortunately. wind 
velocity may be considerably less than this for 
lung periods of time. During these periods of 
it winds. the ammeter will indicate zero and 
the generator will nut charge the battery. even 
though the propeller is revolving at what may 
seem to be a fair rate of speed. 

The alert Ilauliutric'iaut who is located near a 

farm area fait Iaoost his income considerably by 
servicing wind generator systems. The com- 
plaints which you will em'ounter are relatively 
few. and the remedies for each our invariably 
quite simple. 

Servie procedures for some of the more common 
complaints will he given in this article; the 
servicing techniques for other defects will in- 
variably be obvious to the man who under- 
stands the general operating principles of these 
systems. 

Contrary to popular belief, the generator is the 
very last place to look for trouble in a commer- 
cial wind generator installation. 1lo not tam- 
per with the generator until you ha we checked 
all other possible causes of the observed trouble. 

Generator Will .Cut /Curl) Battery Charged. This 
is perhaps the most common complaint wlaicta 
you will encounter. It can he due to a number 
of different reasons. First of all, the propeller 
may not be in a location where it secures the 
full sweep tut' the wind. 

('hock carefully to make sure that the installa- 
tion complies with the rules set forth in the 
beginning of this article. Itema'maber aL that 
during summer months there are ufteli periods 
of calm lasting for several weeks, during which 
the wind will not reach the minimum charging 
speed of about 7 miles per hour. Simply ex- 
plain this condition to your customer and suggest 
that he plan to have the battery charged tai ai 

battery service sloop or use the radio less t lui n 

usual during these !union's of calm. 

17 AMPERES 

11'= AMPERES 

12 AMPERES 

7 AMPERES 

AMPERES 
11111O VELOCITY III 
MILES 0111 moult 

`4/ 
C011.16U 001X11.5 
10 XOLU CNANGIMC 

lure Scum 111 

17'61/(11115.1 pcpc'"'p ' 
a ^rE 

7 MILLS 
10 MILLS 12 MILTS 16 MiLCS 16 MILES 20 MILES 

Charging rate in amperes at various wind velocities for model '39 6 -volt Wincharger, made by the Win - 

charger Corporation, Sioux City, Iowa. Note that charging begins in this unit at a wind velocity of 71/2 

miles per hour. 
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'I'u check for a defeelive relay. watch the ant - uter as the wind increases to charging speed 
and the relay first closes. If the ammeter jumps 
to a reading of 1 to 2 amperes when the relay 
"cuts in." the relay is okay. If the generator 
has sufficient speed when the relay cuts in that 
the ammeter jumps immediately to 5 or more 
amperes, the relay is not functioning properly 
and should be replaced. A condition like this 
would raise the miuinnn wind velocity at which 

NO. 4,6 ORB BEL S 
\GAUGE LINE WIRE 

NOT MORE THAN 
200 FEET LONG 

CONTROL 
PANEL 

GENERATOR 
FILTER 
CONDENSER 
(ABOUT .5 MFD.) 

THIRD BRUSH 
(MOVABLE) 

VIEW FROM FRONT (PROPELLER) 
END OF GENERATOR 

6 -VOLT 
STORAGE 
BATTERY 

EXTRA 
BATTERY 

TO RADIO SET 
AND LIGHTS 

FIG. 6. Basic circuit diagram for a wind- driven 
battery -charging system. 

charging began and might result in a inn -down 
battery. 

li the rely vibrates when the charger is run- 
ning. it may be possible that you have de- 
polarized the generator by connecting the bat- 
tery rap backwards. To remedy this. simply 
short together the relay contacts for a few min- 
utes. allowing the generator to operate as a 
motor. The relay (Ymtacts are ordinarily con- 
nected to large terminals at the top and bottom 
of the relay, making it easy to connect the cou- tarts together with a short length of wire in 
the manlier indicated in Fig. 7. 

If you dill not make the original installation, 
cheek the size and length of the line wires 
to be sure they meet the requirements as set 
forth in this article. ('heck all connections in 
the system carefully, for a single high- resistance 
connection may reduce the generator current tea 
the point where it can no longer keep the bat- 
tery charged. Ile sure that all joints in the 
wires are soldered and carefully taped. 

If there is any doubt as to whether the bat- 

t('ric'S \viol take auol hold a charge, shed: their 
condition by a short circuit test anti a hydrom- 
eter test. or have them checked by a com- 
petent battery man. lie sure that the original 
ampere -loom capacity of the battery is adequate 
for the service demanded of it. If more than 
one battery is being used, and a heavy drain 
is placed on the batteries, it is possible that 
more energy is being taken out of the batteries 
than can Ia' provided by the wind generator 
system under the prevailing wind conditions. 
The solution in this case is obviously it change 
which will secure more power from the wind 
tinder prevailing wind conditions. Sometimes 
t his can be accomplished by increasing the height 
of the propellor or by salving it to a more favor- 
able location. In extreme caws it may be neces- 
sary to install a larger generator and larger pro- 
peller if the customer requires more power than 
can be provided by the existing unit. 
I,'emetuber that each 15 -watt bulb draws about 
:It:. amperes film' the battery. which is the same 
as that drawn by the average It -volt farm radio. 
A system designed primarily to provide power 
for a radio cannot be expected to operate a 
large number of lights in addition. If the cus- 

('outcry Parris -Tines Corp. 

FIG. 7. Shorting the relay terminals in this manner 
shorts the contacts and makes the generator operate 
as a motor. This gives a check on the correctness of 
connections and also serves to polarize the generator 
correctly after an accidental reversal of battery 

connections. 

tower desires to light his entire farm, reccnmamid 
the installation of a conventional 32 -volt storage 
battery with a wind generator system of corre- 
sponding voltage rating. 

The battery should be checked with a hydrom- 
eter about once a week. A battery should 
never be allowed to become completely dis- 
charged. Corrosion which normally forms on the 
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positive terminal of the battery can he partly 
eliminated by covering the battery post and clips 
with vaseline. after first cleaning off the corroded 
material by sprinkling ordinary baking soda over 
it. then Pouring a small amount of water on the 
soda. 

Fluctuating Charge. The charging rate as in- 
dicated by the ammeter will naturally rise an d 
fall with the wind velocity. When the needle 
vibrates rapidly. however, the trouble will very 
likely be a dirty commutator on the generator. 
Wipe the commutator with a cloth soaked in 
gasoline, then hold a piece of No. 00 sandpaper 
against the commutator and turn the armature 
until the copper is clean and bright. Never use 
emery cloth or emery paper for this purpose. 

A defective armature coil will also cause a flue- 
Mating charging rate. A defective coil is most 
often due to operating the generator without a 

load connected to it ; under this condition a high 
voltage builds up, causing breakdown between 
MI armature coil and the generator frame. Re- 
placement of the armature with a new unit ob- 
tained from the factory is the best procedure 
in this case, but it is a good idea to have tle 
armature tested by a reliable generator service 
shop first to make sure that you have analyzed 
the trouble correctly. 

Generator Pauses Radio Interference. Roth the 
relay and the generator in a wind charger sys- 
tem may at tintes cause radio interference. The 
relay noise twill. of coarse, be heard only at such 
times as the relay opens or closes. and can be 
detected by listening to the radio and relay at 
tie same time. A .5 mfd. paper condenser in 
series with a 10 to 20 -ohm resistor across the 
relay contacts will invariably cure the trouble. 
If the relay contacts become pitted due to ex- 
cessive arcing, it is best to replace the relay: 
a new writ can usually be obtained from the 
manufacturer for less than a dollar. 

generator noise is readily imdentitied since it 
increases and decreases in frequency as the pro - 
peller speed varies. It may be due to a arcing at the 
generator brushes : this can inva rittlily be cured 
by cleaning the commutator. Arcing may also 
be due to the third brush being set too fan' 
ahead (in the direction of rotation I. The Proper 
position for the third brush is specified in the 
instruction manual accompanying each system. 
and is ordinarily between 1 and 11/3 commuta- 
tor segments away from the nearest fixed brush. 
The generator will burn out if this movable 
brush is set closer than this to the fixed brush. 
Improperly seated brushes can also cause are - 
hng; in this case place a strip of No. 00 sand - 
paper around the commutator with the cutting 
surface up, then rock the armature by hand while 
the brushes are resting on the sandpaper. This 
will make the brushes conform to the curved 
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shale of the commutator. Radio interference 
can often be cleared up by improving the ground 
connection to the tower and to the instrument 
panel. l'se No. 4 or larger copper wire connected 
to a rod or pipe driven at least 10 feet into the 
ground. Interference may also occur if the an- 
tenna wire of the radio is running parallel to 
the generator line wires; for minimum Noise. the 
antenna should run at right angles to the line 
wires. 

Excessive Vibration. This complaint is ordina- 
rily made only when the wind generator tower 
is mounted on the roof of the house. Check the 
balance of the propeller first and make what 
corrections are necessary, then remount the pro- 
peller and check tracking. Inspect the rubber 
etshions under each tower leg, and replace then( 
if the rubber has hardened or deteriorated. 

The propeller should never he allowed to run 
during rain. snow-, sleet, sand or (lust storms. 
or when ice is forming on it. At a speed of 
101111 r.p.m.. the propeller tips are traveling at 
well over 2011 miles per hour. Any solid objects 
which hit the propeller at this speed will quickly 
destroy it. 

Short Circuits. Short circuits between the posi- 
tive amid negative wires in a \rind charger sys- 
tem can occur at a number of different, points. 
If the line wires are taped to the tower. exam- 
ine the positive wire carefully to see if insula- 
tion is worn from it at any point. Check the 
radio condenser which is connected across the 
generator terminal, by operating the charger with 
this condenser disconnected. If no tiifferenee 
in the operation is noted. the condenser is un- 
d(ualuedly okay and can be replaced. .\ shod 
circuit may ocean' if the (,aver hand of the gener- 
ator touches either or both of the generator 
terminals, if the collector ring twines loose and 
touches a terminal, if wires are improperly ait - 
laehed to the terminals on the control panel. 
or if the positive wire at the radio set acci- 
dently becomes grounded. An open circuit will 
occur if the relay eontaets become stuck in ana 
open position, or if one of the eollcv'tor ring 
brushes fails to make contact with the brass 
ring. tether opens and shorts in a system can 
he located by inspection or with an ohmmeter. 

Nnrlio latrvf .react. .\ certain amount of inter- 
ference noise will always be present when the 
radio is tuned to at short -wane hand and the 
generator is operating. Setting the brake to pre- 
vent generator operation while listening to short - 
wave broadcasts is the simplest solution. With 
soue systems, a short -wave switch can be pro- 
vided at the control panel to prevent the gener- 
ator from producing current; this method in- 
volves changing connections at the generator and 
running an extra wire from the generator to the 
control panel. 
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76e ,cam Paçe 
By GEORGE J. ROHRICH, Engineer in Charge N. R. I. Laboratory 

EXPERIMENT NO. 66 

Objre': To study the properties of transformers. 

Apparatus Required: 0 -5 millianuneter (Item No. 
11 ; Headphone (Item 2) : 0 -50 voltmeter (Item 
12) ; 10,000 ohm itotentiometer ( Item 18) ; two 
test prods (Item S) : 45 -volt battery ; audio 
transformer (Item 24). 

Apparatus Assembly: Connect the parts as shown 
in Fig. 102. Notice that the black teat prod will 
be tied tir-t by attaching it to terminal B for 
the tir.'t twenty -seven procedures. then changed 
to le:Initial G when directed later. 

For the purpose of simple ideutilentior of all 
terminals in the circuits mark them as follows: 
I.i l .\ he the point Of the red test prod: 

I: - manufacturers mark ou trans - 
fol'Iner ; 

I Minus terminal of Item 12; 
I t plus terminal of Item 12; 
t: plus terminal of 45 volt battery; 
I' " manufacturers mark on trans - 

l' amer ; 

I. uununfacturers mark on trans - 
former ; 

II plus terminal of Item 1: 
I minus terminal of Item 1 ; 

.1 "point of black prod" when used 
at li; 

I: "point of black prod" when used 
at 1: 
manufacturers (nark on trans- 
former; 
minus terminal of 45 volt battery. 

I'rorwlure.r and Obserrations: 1. Set the potenti- 
ometer dial to any value desired, then hold termi- 
nal :I on terminal B. 2. Notice what happens to 
the needle of Item 1 when B is first contacted 
with A. You will note a momentary upscale de- 

th,tiuo. a. N I N\ hat happens to the needle of 
Item 1 when I is ,feadilg held on B. There is 
no deflection this meter, in spite of the fact that 
Item 12 shows current is flowing ill the primary. 
4. Note what happens when A is removed from 
It. There is a momentary do/en/mate deflection 
of the needle on Item 1. 5. Compare your ob- 
servations in Procedures 2, 3 and 4 with the ex- 
planation in the "Theory of Action" in Experi- 
ment Nu. 7 in Outfit 1ßA -1. You will find your 
observations agree with the explanations, show- 
ing that an induced voltage is produced only when 
the current in the primary winding is increasing 
or decreasing. There is no induced voltage when 
the current in the primary is steady, because then 
the magnetic field around this coil is maximum 
and constant. 

G. Listen for clicks hl the headphone while re- 
peating Procedures 1, 2, 3 and 4. Notice that the 
use of the headphone lets you determine also 
when current sloes and does not flow from the 
transformer coil F and G, by producing clicks 
when changes of current occur in Procedures No. 
2 and No. 4. 

7. Repeat Procedure No. 3. Does Item No. 12 
show that current is taken from the battery? 
Yes. 

S. Hold .4 on P or Q. 9. In this procedure No. 8 
is current taken from the battery? Yes, because 
Item 1.2 deflects steadily. 10. Is this current in 
/ lbservation No. 9 greater than that registered la 
No. 3? Yes, because the resistance of the primary 
winding is not included. 

11. Did the needle of Item No. 1 show a deflection 
when A was first contacted in Procedure 8? No, 
the needle does not deflect, leading us to con- 
clude there is no induction and, therefore, no 

(Page 12, please) 

FIGURE 102 FIGURE 103 FIGURE 104 FIGURE 105 
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The Laboratory Page (Continued from page II) 

current in the primary in this procedure. 

12. Could you hear a click in the phone in Pro- 
cedure No. 8? For practical purposes the average 
person would say no click is heard, again show- 
ing there is no induction. However, some persons 
with extremely keen hearing can sometimes 
detect a very faint click, thus showing there 
are extremely small surges of electrons between 
tf 111111 P. this wiring acting as a capacity for 
storing or discharging the elect rums during cum - 
iact with .1. 'noose persons who do make this 
observation can properly conclude that the phone 
is an extremely sensitive current indicatiir. many 
times moire sensitive than any milliammmeter. 

13. Remove A from l' or Q. Did the needle of 
Item 1 deflect now? No. again letting us conclude 
that for practical purposes there was no notice- 
:dole change of current in the primary. 

14. Could you hear a click in Procedure 13? Con- 
ditions here are identical with Observation No. 
12. For practical purposes no *bete is heard. how- 
ever. some persons may say yes. This observa- 
tion is called to your attention here to acquaint 
you with the fact that chauages in current outside 
of a transformer winding sometimes may cause 
induction where ordinarily we do not expect it, 
becoming objectionable in sonic cases where the 
original spurioas induction is amplified in suc- 
ceeding stages. unless filtered out at the source 
with chokes and condensers. 

15. 'ouch A to F. G. II, or I. Ill. Does Item No. 
12 show that current is taken from the battery? 
Nu, there is mu current, therefore, no circuit 
exists. 

17. hues a cumpanison of I'r'ucedure 11i with Pru- 
cedure 2 couvilice you there are tiro electrical 
circuits, each independent from each other until 
¡odor/ion sets in while currents are changing? 
Your observattiuns Will convince you these con - 
dit ions exist. 

lti. Hold .1 on 1'. G. 11 or 1. 19. During this time 
repeat cash and every procedure from No. 1 to 
Nu. 17 inclusively. 20. During any of these ob- 
servations in No, 19 were there any differences 
when including or omitting No. 18? You are 
certain to arrive at the proper conclusions that 
a single extra et lmectioi from one circuit into 
anti point in another circuit has no effect in 
changing the actions. This observation is quite 
important because it permits us to join one cir- 
cuit With another with convenient common con- 
nections like those Made to a metal chassis, 
Without interfering with the independent actions 
going on in independent circuits. 

21. Ili Fig. 102 rotate the potentiometer dial to 
zero. Note that this includes the greatest amount 
of potentiometer resistance in the primary ('ir- 
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cult. with a corresponding low rending of current 
registered on Item Nu. 12. 

22. Attach A to Il permanently. Now rotate the 
potentiometer dial from zero toward 1011, steadily 
as well as unsteadily with periods of awaiting. but 
always in the clockwise direction. Observe the 
deflections on the scales of Item 1 as well as Item 
I 2. l'eIll Will mute that these clockwise rot at I ons 
of the dial will cause iarrriNe.1 of current im tln 
primary. Whenever there are increases of current 
in the primary of Fig. 102 there will be upscale 
detlecttums on the sea le of Item Nu. 1. indicating 
that the polarity of induction from increases of 
current is always in the stone direction. 
23. Notate the potentiometer dial now ill a 
counter- clockwise direction, Now note that when- 
ever there are decreases of current ill the 
primary, there will be downscatle deflections on 
the scale of Item No. 1. indicating that the polar- 
ity of induction from decreases of current is in 
the stone direction. 
24. Ili lrocedure : note there is never a down scale 
deflection. Careful obi-err:Ilion of Item 12 will reveal 
there is no down -scale reading at any lime, therefore, 
un decrease's of current in Procedure 2 at any time. 
Ihos completely convincing us now that the polarity 
of induction from increases of current is always in 
the same direction, 
"a. in Procedure Vo, 23 note there is never an upscale 
deflection. Therefore, we can be eouviieed that all de- 
creases of current in the primary minding will pro 
duce the saute polarity. 
20. Comparison of Procedures Nu. 2 with Nu. 22 will 
shun these ore ill agreement With each other. 
27. (' ',orison of Procedures No. 4 with Nu. 23 will 
show these also agree with each other. 
25. Remove the black test prod entirely from R. 
211. Attach the black test prod to terminal G as shown 
by the dotted symbol in Fig. 102, now identifying it 
as "Terminal K." 
:SII. hold K un a, !t, (', I), B, Q. or P. 31. While car- 
rying out Procedure Nu. 30, again repeat Procedures 
No. 1 to No. 17 inclusive and also repent Procedures 
Nu. 22 to 27 inclusive. 32, awhile doing Procedure No, 
31 oulp:ne your results with ulls1rvsliou No. 20 :Ind 
orrice at the $ame cunclusiou Ih:It :tny point in one 
circuit can be juiced to any point in another without 
affecting the results. 
a:t. While conducting Procedures 22 and 2:1 listen to 
the sounds produced in the headphone, You will note 
that there Is an nbscnce of sharp rlicke like that ob- 
tained in Procedure No, li. This shows us that cp ndual 
changes of current produce little or nu seaund. 'Phase' 
persons with keen hearing may detect a very faint 
hissing 'se wvheu the dial is rotated. 'Phis is due to 
c paratively sudden changes in current, resulting 
W111 11 the movable contact arm Nu. 2 on the otentiu- 
meter moves (ruin one wire to the other along the 
resistance strip. 
:54. Connect the parts shown in Fig. 100. 
:ti. Itepeat each one of the procedures described for 
Pig. 1(12. Vote that the observations :ire identical cc 
cept that the deflections on Item 1 are in the reverse 
order. You have simply reversed the polarity of Inn. 
meter and this lets you see that those deflections in 
down -scale direction are of equal magnitude as those 
with an upscale deflection. 
80. Similar experiments with i'i g,s. 104 and 105 will 
show that reversing the current in the primary only 
reverses the polarities of Induction. 
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RADIO- TRICIAN 
N LG. V. S. is 

etvice Sheet 
Compiled Solely for Students and Graduates 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE . WASHINGTON O. C. 

RCA MODEL 94BT6 

Precautionary Lead Dress 

I. Leads on C16 and C20, and lead from R16 

to terminal board, must be short. C22 and C4 
are soldered direct (no leads). 

2. Dress LIO away from chassis. Dress TI 

secondary leads (brown and green) away from 
base and free of other leads (same applies to 
R17 and C27). Dress TI secondary midtap 
(brown -black) free of other leads and close to 

chassis. 

3. Maintain original ground points. 

4. Antenna and ground leads 36 inches long, 
tw;sted, and arranged as shown in top view. 

5. I.F. plate lead (blue) dressed close to and 
along edge of chassis. 

Battery Charger Connections. The positive side 
of the 6 -volt ''A'' circuit is connected to the 
receiver chassis, and the chassis is normally 
grounded. If the charger has a ground on the 
negative side, the ground should be removed, 
or changed to the positive side. 

Do not change the length cf leads from the 
receiver to the battery. 

Alignment Procedure 

Cathode -ray Alignment is the preferable 
method. Connections for the oscillograph are 
shown in the chassis drawing. 
Output Meter Alignment. If this method is 

used, connect the meter across the voice coil, 
and turn the receiver volume control to maxi- 
mum. 
Test -oscillator. For all alignment operations, 
connect the low side of the test -oscillator to 
the receiver chassis, and keep the output as 
low as possible to avoid a.v.c. action. 
Presetting Dial. With gang condenser in full 
mesh, the pointer should be horizontal. 
Resealing I.F. Adjustment Screws. After com- 
pletion of alignment, seal the I.F. magnetite - 
core adjustment screws with a few drops of 
household cement. 

LS a'.F oJ 

Alignment Table 

D. OCT. s GSC. O481,14 
SN-199.04-k.. ,-©NCMiG Ce.INC 

a n 

,N 
i 

6A8G 

6K1G 

TRANS 

L? i 

44; 
L1 1N T. C 

6Q1G 

nG 

fáoo«C 

l` B 

VIBRATOR 

OUTPUT 
G«O. .r,011.VC 

Radiotron and Trimmer Locations 

Steps 

No. I 

No. 2 

No. 3 

Connect the high side 
of test -oscillator to- 

6K7 -G I. -F. grid cap, in 

series with .001 mfd. 

6A8 -G 1st-def. grid 
cap, in series with .001 

mfd. 

Antenna lead, in series 
with 200 mmfd. 

Tune test- 
osc. to- 
455 kc. 

455 kc. 

1,500 kc. 

Turn radio 
dial to- 

Adjust the following for 
max. peak output 

Quiet point 
between 550- 

750 kc. 

L7 and L8 (2nd I.-F. 
transformer) 

L5 and L6 (first 1.-F. 
transformer) 

1,500 kc. 
C5 (oscillator) 

C2 (antenna) 

'Adjust C6 on gang condenser to one complete turn from tight, before adjusting C5. 
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6AB-G 
P'DET.4OSC. 

616T-G 60T -G 
I.F. 2O DET, A.F., & 

BOTTOM vEw or A.V.C. 
C4 - TUBE SOCKETS 
530 MMr. 

C2 C3 
t ,r 1oM74ii', 1 I. F 

TRANS t 
6K6 -G 
OUTPUT 

72. L9 

i Lt 
aa5 

ANT. 
COIL 

111.6C" 

O LAGNO 

91.61 
CI GB a 
MiO. Ç RI' i. 

140005 

CS 
L3 

,10 
MMi 

C6 CT COIL 
MMa w1ri 

61111C MFG. GO.INC. P-211-3 

115ó .0o 
a 1 TVOL.CONT 

RS 
LS00004 

RIS 
22,0004 

2.2 MEG. 

CIS 
.O1 MrD. 

R6 
2. 
MEG. 

C16 
. MiO. 

R2 
47 
MLG. 

eAO WN FI LIS 
SA.FUSE 

D aLa 
fV. BATT, SI 

tom voL. 
BROWN GOm7N05) 

YELLOW 
C22 
1000 

R12 
4T0t 

C23 C24 

ro. 9 uro- 

C2' TI .. 
MEO.9I i _ 

--- 
OiD. 111506.,1 wm1 

E: -- 1 - w 

BoAemadO Circuit Diagram 

C27 

...O. 
S9ó n T 

15z RIT 
Sa0O4 

CI9 
.01 hi o. 

R16 
San 

j 

T1R 
BRD 

55 

GANG COND. S77v. 

C2( TReI1 C. 

C!( 
6ADET B-6 I f OSC. 

C20 

Lis \ CATHODE mar oacn_Lesur. 
CONNECTIONS 

- - -- 143V. 

Ci BLUE 

GREEN ID 1.F. TRANS. 

L VERTICAL'HI TO THIS TERM. aCRew Ci one B ij r VERTICAL 'O' TO CHASSID TRN room Tenir 
Serowe AOTO2T1H6 C3 

CATHODE CURRENTS 
111...96 MA. ISI. 017 MA 
ICI 9 m . 141 132M.Á 

*A BATTERY ORAM 
5.O V. C B AMPS. 

VIBRATOR 

OSC. 
COIL 

SPEAKER SOCKET 

61(7 -G 

0V. 

M!V- 

1379-, 

3.7SV. 
6K6-G 

OUTPUT 

- 607-G 
2O DET.-AFA AVC 

2'1I.F. TRANS. 

Bottom view -rear of chassis. Radiotron Socket Voltages, and Location of parts 

'Note: Values with star () are operating otherAise indicated. Measurements made with 
voltages. Values not starred are actual measured set tuned to quiet point, volume control at 
voltages. Measurements made to chassis unless minimum. 
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How a Pwh-ßuttan lunat 1,144s 
The rack and gear type of direct push mechanical 
automatic tuning system is unique in that it gives 
a full 180 degrees of rotation, permitting a direct 
connection (without step -up gears) to the tun- 
ing condenser shaft. Preliminary adjustments 
are exactly the same as for any other mechanical 
tuning unit having a single locking screw in the 
center of the tuning knob. Although the operat- 
ing principle of this unit is simple, and can be 
understood easily by examining the actual unit, 
the construction is such as to make it difficult 
to use photographs and diagrams alone in show- 
ing how the unit. works. 

Oak push -button tuner coupled 
of a two -gang tuning 

Courtesy Oak Mfg. Co 

directly to the shaft 
condenser. 

The following explanation should clarify any 
points which are not clear in the accompanying 
diagram of a single plunger on this tuner. This 
plunger is like a two -prong fork whose prongs 
are offset about T /c" by bends at E and P. with 
gear teeth on the inside of each prong (at It 
and I)). The teeth at B mesh with the teeth of 
gear G; the teeth at I) mesh with a similar gear 
M. Both of these gears have small tabs which are 
bent toward a center washer. Both gears 
turn freely independent of the shaft; between 
the gears is a metal center washer (not shown) 
with a straight projecting tab, held rigidly to 
the shaft by friction when the locking screw is 
tight. 

Pushing in the button on the end of this plunger 
moves the plunger to the right, causing the gears 
to rotate in opposite directions. The gear tabs 
pass each other ; one of them will engage with 
the straight tab on the central metal disc sooner 
or later, depending upon the setting of the gang 
tuning condenser, and will rotate this tab to 
point X; at this time both gear tabs will be press- 
ing against the central tab from opposite sides, 

holding it rigidly at exactly the same position 
each time this particular button is pressed. The 
initial setting of this tab with relation to the 
gang tuning condenser shaft determines what 
station will be tuned in. 

QE OFFSET 

PUSH 

PUJNOCR 

SPRING 

Pi'II °FIII 

FRAME 

GEAR G 
TAB BENT TOWARD 
CENTER WASHER 

©OF SET 

FRAME ETAL WASHER 
FELT WASHER FRAME 

Simplified sketch of one plunger assembly in the Oak 
push- button tuner. 

FLAT -SIDED 
SHAFT 

GEAR H 
TAB BENT TOWARD 
CENTER WASHER 

To set up a button for a station, the locking 
screw in the center of the manual tuning knob 
is loosened, the button is pressed all the way 
in, and the desired station is tuned in manually 
as accurately as possible. This process is re- 
peated for each other button. The locking screw 
is then tightened, completing the adjustments. 

n r i 

We Are Proud of You Too, Mr. Ebert 
"congratulations on your 23th Silver Anniver- 
sary. As a pioneer in a field which is in its own 
infancy, this is a proud distinction. To have 
survived in a field which is as important to the 
youth of the nation, as it is to the welfare of 
every inhabitant in every corner of the earth, 
the N. It. I. can truly celebrate. It is no easy 
matter to grow with a highly technical profes- 
sion and remain a leader. As a graduate of the 
N. It. I., and as a Charter member of the Alumni 
Association, may I extend to you and all your 
staff my best wishes." 
SYLCANt's J. EBERT, Technical Director WSUI, 
Iowa city, Iowa. 

uri 
Philco Star Album Now Ready 

A new dealer promotion in the form of a 
Philco Radio Star Album has been announced by 
Philco Radio & Television Corporation. 

This 16 -page book, bound in an attractive two - 
color cover, pictures and identifies 144 radio 
celebrities, contains the latest log of long -wave 
stations and an up -to -date log of principal foreign 
short -wave stations. It also illustrates and de- 
scribes Philco Mystery Control. 
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Patenting an invention 
By ROYAL R. ROMMEL 

Editor's .Note: Many of our students and grad- 
uates are of an inrentire mind. Frequently, ire 
receive letters asking for information as to the 
proper procedure to follow in. applying for a 
pale») on, an invention. To gir c our readers 
authentic informurtion on this sabject, the follow- 
ing article erns prepared for ns by Mr. Royal R. 
Rommel, of the patent law firm of Lancaster, 
. 1hrine and Rommel, Suite 450, 815 Fifteenth 
'livret, N. iV., 1Vashington, D. ('. Members of this 
firm, hare been !wart id By before the Patent Of- 
fice and Federal courts in patent eases for many 

:I nt/nne interested in securing additional informa- 
tiom on the subject of patents. or a copy of the 
bulletin, "General Information, concerning 
Patents." and the form ''L'.'O t.twe of Conception" 
'which are mentioned is this article, rely write 
direr/ fo .1/r. Rom»tel at the above address. 

The average person. whether he follows :t pro- 
fession. is an artisan. unskilled worker. or Lusi- 
Iless 111311. has but a vague ide:/ of how to patent 
an invention. or the p-orth. value. and nature of a 
patent. 

Phis article. while ratlu'r elennenl :u y. will give to 
I he avorage individm :rl am orttline of the nature of 

latent right. :nad how If) secure it. 

THE NATU'IIF. OF A P:','rF:NT 

A patent in the United Stales is the grant to an 
inventor. for a period of seventeen years. of a 
nruuolioly- to exclude all others from making. 
using :uml selling his invention. The nain object 
in grand lug patents is to stimulate invention and 
I lie development sutil progress of the useful arts. 
To that end the law requires that the inventor t'illl describe and particularly point oat till' 
mocd'lty in the invention so that the wulclic, sifter 
ex vi 'sii 11111 of the patent, will know how to make 
and use the invention. 

PA'l'ENTAItI.F: CLASSES OF INCI:NTm,NS UNDER 
THE UNITED STATES LAWS 

The laws of the United States designate the fol - 
lowing six classes of Inventions and Discoveries 
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as patentable. It is ont necessary for an inventor 
to know or designate under which class his in- 
vention falls. 

1. An Art: 
The term art as applied to a patentable iuvautiiu 
has the restricted 111oamimg of: a process, or -a 
method. Process and ,\irt lrorl inventions are of 
two spedies. First. I hose which are the most com- 
11na3. to do with forces or elements pro - 
ducing physical change, such as chemicals, elee- 
Iricity, heat, light. 'immunities, hydraulics. 
metallurgy. An example of a chemical process 
is a methal of making a new soap using a new 
combination of chemiical ingredients. Second, 
those having to do with mreebadiical ImvM'I'SS steps, 
such as, for example. the making- ex- 
panded sheet. metal. 

2. A Machine: 
This class of pat'utable invent icon is /most cont- 
mou. A machine is si device consisting of one or 
more elements which may he used to perform 
some useful work. The general iden of a machine 
is a device leaving a numl er of Darts such. for 
example. :is cas engiuos, carhtnctors, adjustable 
wrenches. Emitting machines. soap milking ma- 
chinery. etc. 

I. .\ Manufacture: 
'Phis class of invention (a mauufacturel insofar 
as patent law is concerned means Sour(' derive 
ha viu;; pcissir' properties. 'flint is. sornethiug 
which serves the couvouience or courtnrt of si 
user, $arde. l'or ex :unple. as garments. buildings, 
walker cubs, etc. 

4. A Composition of Matter: 
A composition of rn:ilicr is a comhivati ai of va- 
rions ingredients. ivie.rcim. I'i' reason of their as- 
sociation Smut. lip \\ funlaion is prfornrecl. The 
ingredients may he solid. couuninnt(vl. fluid ur ill 
gaseous form. \VI3dther they be formed or com- 
pounded as a mixture or as a chemical union is 
not important. The commercial product known 
as "Plastic Wood" is sin example of a patented 
composition. a new soap product, etc. 
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. Plank: 
The /latent l:rn's wer :rut.udrd h loan to per- 
mit anyone who has invented or eliseott.red and 
asesnallV reln'olinlIll any and new va- 
riety of plant. outer than a tuber- propagated 
Flaut, to obtain a patent therefor. 

The Statute does not gife the inventor protection 
upon the prodaft Of the plant, that is, the fruit. 
nut, or flouter. 

Propagation is limited to nsetu :rl rrProdactiou. 
such as by grafting. budding. curling, laryering, 
division, ivarehiug, but not by seeds. 

t',. IMsigus: 
An original and ol'molfvl/al design is patentable. 
'Phis class takes into consideration such prod- 
nets as have aesthetic apt eal. For instance. n 
streamlined :ntonrohile: a now dress, a new shoe 
design, :t new rain() cabinet design. etc. 

l'nr: Iinttlnt. l'.vr,rs or n l'.rrr <xr Arrl.u.\In 
.\ complete application for patent consists of the 
following: 

1. A petition 
2. A specitieation (description) 
t. The claims 
l. The inventor's oath 
5. 'l'he dt'atwings 
II. The Government filing fee 
7. models ( when required) 

Because all patent law is pnre13 statutory it is 
alntaVs advisable to eu1P1"Y 

11 courpeteut Palen! 
attorney to prepare the application. 

of the above parts of an application. the claims 
are the most important. The drawings, of course'. 
show the invention, where the invent ion is ca- 
pable of illustration. 111111 the spetriuition must 
be a full, clear. and concise tlesr/iPlioa of the 
intention in exact. terms :nid must refer to the 
parts illustrated in the fir:Mings. Models are 
seldom required, t.xceld in extremely coruPli- 
ratt.d cases, :nul with inventions claiming per- 
¡let mil motion. 

The patent, statutes require that a formal and 
distinct claim or claims must he made by the 
intcutur ut' that which he regards as his iuterr- 
t ion. 

The phraseology of a patent claim is seldom un- 
derstood by anyone not skilled in the technique 
and legal science of drafting and interpreting 
patent claims. In contemplation of law each 
claim in a patent, is in itself a separate Patent. 
It is not unusual for a patent to be granted with 
ten or twenty claims in it. each one defining some 
different feature or combination of the intention. 

STEPS l'ar:r.\r,.trout rn THE FHA NG OF 
I II F: AIl'I le \TIOV 

Person Who has our iutelltiolt is mainly non - 
rertiiel Milli has 1roeeed to dis - 
close his intention. 'l'o :pr'u'ne Alin has all ill- 

1011 :nnI is re :ItlV iuter('stt' i, rile lirut of which 
the ;litt la l IS a uu'mhee %till forni sil iufarniutiou. 
iu,Inning a free f'orni called "Evidence of /'ou- 
('Ipllon." Upolu 1t1101 :ut illVoulur eau initially 
describe and sketch his invent hm. This form 
contains complete instep /rolls how to proce'e'd 
\t it It shit hing :nul describing the intention. It 
is mure Clain au aid ill diwlosing the itnention to 
his patent counsel. for it contains iuforuutloti 
which, if I'ullu\v('il. will Protide a Proper exhibit, 
aunt proof of diligeuio ut' the inventors uneell- 
tion of the invention, :is of the date or exetntiou 
of the form. Titis is important ill event some 

I irai rlainis priurily of the iucenlitu. 

The necessity for condensing' this article peo- 
hil ils OPiral Mast ration or description of 
'In inceutur's Ilisclu.Ilre to his so that 
:IUwnu ¡lit referred lu I he form "Evi- 
dence of Conception.- and a supplemental bulle- 
tin "General Information Concerning l'atlents... 
which also contains information (If interest ta in- 

I.S. 

sI:\I:clr mrrtr: I'.l'EX't 1r1'1t1: Itt:corms AND 
\ I roaVl:ts Itra'oar ON P.\l'E1C'l'.trrr.lrY 

The incentor's :if toru('>' after having received the 
ilnculur's disclasnr of his intention conducts a 
preliminary search and ex:uniu;Ilion of the rt.c- 
tolls ill the rotted slales patent Illlire, io d%x- 
nr, r' lo what I olhrr lllrt ulnr.. hare coa- 

I I il'( Il af illHl /ull' lllrvl ol firn '/ow d.ill1lllll' lll- 
l'. )Ili0118. 

The lustral charge for such an examination is 
slu,tai. except in the case of very complicated in- 
c('ntiuns. In such casses the charge for a pre- 
liminary examination rarer exceeds S25.iiti. 'Plue 
prior patents oi otitch' Bala \v Ilili Ile(' nttot'uev 
finds :IS OW tsnit of the sen roll :Ire !hell :ueaivzed. 
:Ind a \teiltntl report is pu'ep :Ire,I and sent to the 
iutrulor. l'allies of :nos Pertinent Putted states 
Patents which are falnnl as a result of the sea rch 
:ne also seat with this repart. \\'ithaut charge. In 
the report the inventor is advised whether or not, 
in the attorney's opinion. the ¡liven! loll is 
Patentable aver the itn'eutiins shove ill the 
Ante nts rotund as :I result ut' the search. In the 
repart the inventor is also adcist d of the detailed 
c. al of pei,;Iritlg. tiling and prosecuting an :Ipplt- 
raiau four parmi. If the search of the patent 
records sha\vs that others may have preceded 
flit. inventor \\ilh similar itreullolls, all the cx- 
pouse iucan reel by the inteutor is the cost of the 
preliminary se :rrh. 

The complete applicatiu Palperas after they are 
Prepared by the aftorucy aire sent to the inventor 
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for signing and approval prior to filing in the 
Patent Office. 

PATENT OFFICE EXAMINATION OF THE 
APPLICATION FOR PATENT 

Under the present American system of examin- 
ing patent applications, technically and legally 
skilled officials of the United States Patent Office 
examine the application for novelty of invention. 
They consider all that other inventors have done 
in the field to which the particular invention of 
the application relates. This thorough examina- 
tion has made our patent system so outstanding 
that it has been copied throughout leading for- 
eign countries. 

After the ap¡ihatlon has Is'eu prepared and ex- 
ecuted by the inventor it is tiled in the United 
States Patent Office, together with the Govern- 
ment filing fee. which at the present time amounts 
to $30.15). A filing receipt is issued by the Gov- 
ernment identifying the application by its filing 
date giving it a serial or identification uumiter, 
which is forwarded to the inventor. 

The application is initially examined by an Assis- 
tant Examiner, who after formulating his views 
with respect to an action, discusses then: with 
the Primary Examiner. Their decision is blared 
in writing and is forwarded to the attorney. This 
decision is known as an "Office Action" and in it 
the Examiner mentions any prior art patents or 
publications which disclose any similar inven- 
tions. In titis Office action thy Examiner states 
bis reasons for rejecting each One of the claims 
of the application. Any claims foyard allowable 
are so stated in the Office action. 

If the attorney after receiving the Examiner's 
Office action does not agree that the prior art 
patents or publications cited by the Examiner 
anticipate the claims against which such refer- 
ences are cited. the attorney makes a reply to 
the Examiner in the form of an argument analyz- 
ing the prior art patents or publications. In 
this argument the attorney points out to the 
Examiner the difference between applicant's in- 
vention, as claimed. and the prior patents or 
publications cited by the Examiner. This form 
of discussion cant Maws back and forth between 
the attorney und the Primary Ex :uninr until 
they have mutually decided upon the elai:us 
which are deemed to properly protect the inten- 
tion. If they cannot mutually agree, an appeal 
can be carried to the Board of Appeals in the 
United States Patent Office. These arguments are 
very often supplemented by interviews with the 
Primary Examiner and his Assistants. 

It is very difficult for an attorney, without view- 
ing and analyzing the details of an invention, to 
give anything but a general idea as to the cost 
of preparing, filing and prosecuting an applica- 
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tion for patent. That is true because the attor- 
neys' work in preparing the specification, draw- 
ings and claims depend entirely upon the nature 
of the invention. Furthermore, the attorneys' 
charges for prosecuting an application, depend 
not only upon the nature of the invention, but 
upon the extent to which other inventors have 
patented inventions along similar lines; also, 
the attorney's work in drafting proper claims to 
adequately protect the inventor varies in the 
different divisions of the Patent Office. 

For a simple invention such as an electrical plug 
connection or electrical fuse wherein invention 
is well defined, a competent patent attorney 
would necessarily make charges about as follows : 

Search for Patent Records $10.00 
Attorneys' fee for Preparation of Draw- 

ings 10.00 
Attorneys' fee for Preparation of Speci- 

fication and claims 30.00 
Government filing fee 30.00 
Prosecution of application before the 

Primary Examiner 35.00 

Total $115.00 

in addition to the above cost, after the appli- 
cation has been allowed by the United States 
Patent Office, it final Government fee in amount 
of $30.00 must be paid. This fee, however, may 
be paid anytime within six months after the 
notice of allowance of the application has been 
sent by the Patent Office to the inventor's at- 
torneys. 

One of Many Appreciated Letters 
"I wish to congratulate you all on this lite 25th 
Anniversary of the National Radio Institute. I 
received my copy of the Silver Anniversary Issue 
of NATIONAL RADIO NEWS and have read it from 
cover to cover. This issue is certainly well done, 
so congratulations again! 

"fir. Birrel's story of the Institute has cleared 
up many things that I have wanted to know about 
the Institute and its personnel. I was surprised 
to learn what Mr. Smith and the rest of you 
have done, are doing, and will be doing, to help 
such fellows as myself prepare themselves to 
better go out and meet the world. I am very 
proud of being a student receiving training from 
such an institution. 

"'The Romance of Radio,' by Mr. Markus, also 
hit the spot, and I am pleased to meet so many 
of the Staff 'in pictures.' I would like to meet 
the rest of you." 

PAUL B. WOODWORTH, 
Elizabeth, Colo. 
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Built -in Shielded Loop Antennas 
Each new radio receiver evolves logically from the preced- 
ing, and practical requirements of the listening public 

result in one improvement after another. 

THE above statement by J. E. Smith in a fore - 
word to an N. lt. I. lesson receives dramatic 

verification in the trend this year toward receiv- 
ers which require no external antenna or ground 
connections. The listening public has clamored 
long and loud for elimination of unsightly aerial 
anti ground connecting wires to a Radio set. An 
inspection of a number of typical installations 
will reveal that a high percentage of housewives 
are actually operating ordinary radio sets with- 
out aerial or ground connections, on the theory 
that they would rather get along with some- 
what noisy reception of a few local stations than 
have their room- decorating schemes ruined by a 
network of wires running up to each radio in 
the home. 

FIG. I. This Gen- 
eral Electric Beam - 
ascope antenna 
employs a large 
shielded loop, and 
is designed for 
mounting inside a 

console receiver. 
Part of the Fara- 
day shield is cut 
away to show the 
loop winding and 
its wood frame in- 

side. 

Courtesy (trnrrn! 
Electric Co. 

Radio manufacturers have long recognized this 
important practical requirement of the listening 
public, and after extensive researches have 
brought forth a practical and adequate solution 
to the problem in the form of a shielded loop 
antenna which can be built into both table and 
console model receivers. The shielded loop elimi- 
nates the need for an external aerial and ground 
without seriously reducing the efficiency of re- 
ceiver operation. 

how Shielded Loop Antennas Work. To under- 
stand how an ordinary loop antenna can pick up 
Radio signals satisfactorily when placed inside 

a grounded screen or cage known as a Faraday 
shield, and to understand how an arrangement 
such as this can "squelch" or reject noise sig- 
nals at the same time that it picks up desired 
station signals, we must first (1 pushier the rela- 
tive strengths of the electric and nignetii' fields 
which are associated with radio wanes. At all 
points which are more than a few hundred feet 
away from a transmitting antenna tea' source of 
noise interference, the electric and magnetic fields 
which make up the Radio wave are essentially 
equal in strength. ('lose to a sores of Radio 
waves, however, the electric comitouent E of a 
Radio wave is very much greater than the mag- 
netic component II ; in fact. E may be as mneh 
as 70 times stronger than II. Noise interference 
sources are generally so close to the receiver that 
the electric component E of the noise signal is 
much stronger than the magnetic component of 
noise, whereas the E and H components of a 

Courtesy Zenith Radio Cori, . 

FIG. 2. This compact shielded loop antenna is known 
as the Zenith Wavemagnet. One side of the shield 
has been swung down to show the loop. The molded 
plastic housing for the Wavemagnet fits snugly against 
the back of the five -tube superheterodyne receiver 
shown at the right, eliminating the need for antenna 
and ground connections, and giving good reception 
even in locations having severe noise interference. 

desired radio signal are practically always equal 
at a receiving antenna. If we can remove the 
electric component E of both the noise signals 
and the Radio signals, we can still depend upon 
the magnetic component of the Radio signal for 
program reception, and we will have left only 
the very weak magnetic component of the noise 
signal. A shielded loop eliminates man -made 
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noise inlerferenroe almost completely without im- 
pairing reception ot' the desired I:adio.signal, for 
a grounded l':trad:ly shield absorbs electric cona- 
Itoneuts full IltorehY 101ecents theut 11ont lfect- 
ing the region inside the shield. 'l'Iai.s k simply 
:I modern refinement id' the principle first used 
Iq Michael Farada>. famous l':uglislt pliYsicist 
:nul chemist. in the year 1tia1. 

.it the time of writing this article. three manu- 
facturers are fusing shielded loop antennas in 
their receivers. Let us analyze the (onstrnttion 
of each. 

(; ¡trot/ h7rrlt'ie 1:cvi ut.vcope. 'l'11í` lit'sl <hirlded 
:uiteuna lM ap10eai' in a well I:IIn\ \'It l : :i Ii' 

receiver w:ts the I :euiral 1' lee' rit Realu;tcu10e 
unit shown in Fig. /. 'Plie l'iuadtty shield iu i his 
:ntl0nna is in the forlli of a closed eylimler wit II 
s11ee1 Inel :tI dises covering the top sand bottom 
faces. ;nul with the sides I'M eretl with a worst' 
wmwu ut :uorial ill catfish 111e vtrl¡rail tItrcatl' 
art 11110e1' wire :nul the horizontal threads arc 
non conducting fiber. ':very verli':11 wire Itlal :es 
,.01i1 :141 Willi the top metal 11.1,1% hilt Muly lue 
v'Ilic:II wire nt:tkes cleetaieal Conlacl With the 

Court, xy Cumin. 1,1 Radio .t Tot, riion ('otp 

FIG. 3. Rear view of a 1939 Admiral table model 
receiver, with part of the housing cut away to show 
the Admiral Aeroscope. This particular unit does not 
have a shield, but the Aeroscope is also being made 
with a Faraday shield. The outer turns of the loop are 
wound in a different manner to provide for an external 

antenna connection. 

bottom disc, This construction olimiu;Ues closed 
circuits iu the vicinity of the cottceulional loop 
an tenna catfish is !mantled inside this shield. 
it'ouQactiv(' Ile -' i paths ill lite vicinity of a hoop 
antenna would act as short ,ircttitcd Turns, re- 
dncin tilt pic': -1110 of magnetic components by 
1110 loop. i 'í'11e shield is gro11nded, and conse- 
quently all signal ;nid noise currents induced in 
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the vertical Wire. of the Faraday shield by the 
electric components of signals are led off to 
ground Without affecting the loop inside. The 
well- I :uotvu i0 011:11 ch :each ristiis of the loop 
are utilized it, zivt additiouat anise rejertiou. 
l'he loop is rotated until its line of minimum 
pie': -up is in the direciion of the strongest anise 
source in the vicinity : T his adjustment can he 
ulule simply liv rotating the loop for minimum 
noise, without tvulia coring to locate the exact 
position of the noise source. Provisions are 
malle for connecting an outdoor aerial in ease 
extreme dill :lui reception is desired. This loup 
is intended for mounting in the cabinet of a 
console tin rereiVet'. 'í'11e r'ceiver itself is 
designed for maximum 170ctiveness With this 
11104111e 1noeurta system: the first section of the 
main tuning- condenser is connected across the 
loop, and serves to tune the 1111111 In resuuatlee 
at each station frequency. This t ' iIis iu greatly 
increased sensitivity. 

Zenith li'ttrt .11(Iym t. The design of an effective 
shielded loop antenna small enough tu lit into 
a table model revenez proved considerably mure 
of a problem than was the case with eunsule 
niodol receivers. The Zenith Itadio Corporation 
was the liest tuanufactluit' tu annuttuee ti built - 
iu shielded loop iu :I midget or tablo model re- 
ceiver. Their uuit, shown in Fig. ' and on the 
front cuver of this issue, is luuttvu as the ufnre- 
ufn!lncl.and is contained) in a gold -colored plastic 
box attached tu the rear of Ibo set. The Zenith 
Wavi'niagnet consists of a flat. uval- shaped loup 
wound ou a spider web -type fiber furor. and 
mounted between two sheets of an ingeniously 
woven cairn uash Material which serves as :ut 
eleolrostatim' shield in blishing cuit nuise. yet does 
not affect pie': -np of desired station signals. The 
vertical wires of this woven material are all ruu- 
ueeled together at the buttant, with a lead going 
from titis point tu till' receiver chassis in order 
to ground the shield. 

.Idutirul :1st »xr'Mltc. The shielded loop used by 
Continental 'Radio and 'l'elevisien Corporation in 
the .\dniiral line of table model reeeicirs is es- 
sentially the same as the Zenith w :,venta net. 
It is mounted inside the receiver cabinet itself. 
instead of being in a box attached to the rear 
of the receiver. In some admiral receivers the 
loop is used alone. without a shield; in locations 
where nuise interference is negligible, these sets 
give equally as gond results as those having 
shielded loups. An example of a set with a plain 
loop appears in big. .t. 

A IIadiu receiver equipped with a shielded loop 
antenna is really to operate the instant it is 
plugged jut m ;a wall Millet. '''his tnottus that a 
cousoh model receiver can be moved to a new 
location in a room Without a thought for aerial 
and ground connections. and table model sets can 
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RADIO- TRICIAN 

ervice Sheet 
Compiled Solely for Students and Graduates 

RADIO INSTITUTE , WASHINGTON . D.C. 

RCA MODEL 95X1 

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

Remove Chassis from Cabinet 

Reel up the antenna wire, and connect the 
high side of test- oscillator through an 80 -mmfd. 
capacitor to the antenna terminal on the an- 
tenna transformer. Connect low side of oscilla- 
tor to receiver chassis through an .01 -mfd. 
capacitor. Turn gang condenser to minimum 
(full out), push in the manual- tuning (right - 
hand) button, tune oscillator to 1,560 kc., con- 
nect an output meter across the voice coil, and 
turn volume control to maximum. 

Keep antenna roll and lead clear of chassis 
during all ad;ustments. 

Adjust the two trimmers (C3 and C6) on side 
cf gang condenser for maximum output, using 
lowest possible output from test -oscillator. 

Turn pointer, so that it is horizontal and point- 
ing to low- frequency end when the gang con- 
denser is at maximum. Check pointer adjust- 
ment on a station. 

Adjustment of Tuning Capacitors 

The preferable and quickest method of adjust- 
ing the tuning capacitors for five different 
stations is to employ a test -oscillator, as de- 
scribed below: 

I. Make a list of the desired five stations, 
arranged in order from low to high frequencies. 

2. Determine the correct settings of the test - 
oscillator for these five frequencies. This is 

accomplished as follows: Tune in each of the 
five stations on any standard receiver: zero - 

beat the test- oscillator against each station, and 
note the exact setting of the oscillator in each 
case. 

3. Reel up the antenna wire. Connect the 
high side of test -oscillator through an 80- 

mmfd. fixed capacitor to the end of the an- 
tenna wire. Clip the low side of the oscillator 
through a 0.1 -mfd. capacitor to one of the 
chassis -mounting screws on the bottom of the 
cabinet. Tune the oscillator to the previously - 
determined point for the lowest- frequency sta- 
tion, and adjust for a strong output. 

4. Turn the volume control of the push -button 
receiver full clockwise, and push in the left - 

hand end button. Using an insulated screw- 
driver, peak capacitors C20 and C26, at the 
same time reducing the output of the oscillator 
in order to secure a sharp peak. (Clockwise 
adjustment of the capacitors tunes the cir- 
cuits to lower frequencies, and counter- clock- 
wise adjustment tunes the circuits to higher 
frequencies. The range of each trimmer is 

three full counter -clockwise turns from the tight 
position. Do not unscrew more than three 
turns.) 

DE T. 

2516G 
BALLAST 

TUBE 

Radiotron Location 

5. Push in the second button from left, and 
adjust C21 and C27 for peak output with the 
oscillator tuned to the frequency of the second 
station. 

6. Proceed in this manner to adjust each pair 
of capacitors for the desired frequencies. 

7. Final adjustment may be made in actual 
reception cf the stations. 
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Moue Rodio 1+0 
-BY L . MARKUS- 

TS 
"Bobbies" Get Radiotelephones! 

In the British towns of Brighton, Newcastle and 
Glasgow, the pockets of each constable contain 
the following items: A radio receiver no larger 
than a book ; a telephone earpiece ; a bell which 
is controlled by a small relay connected into the 
output circuit of the receiver: a number of 
midget dry batteries. When the 160 -meter police 
radio transmitter goes on the air, the pocket 
hulls all ring, the constables reach into their 
pockets for earpieces, and all listen in for orders 
or emergency calls. 

It r i 

WOR Tower Painters Defy 3,000 Volts! 
The 385-foot towers of station WOR were re- 
cently painted without interrupting the 191:2- 
hour daily schedule, after a daring workman 
found that he could work "it tht haver provided 
he climbed up before the statjtot went ou the air 
and stayed up until power was rut "fr. Explana- 
tion: The man is safe as long as no part of his 
body is grounded. 

- - - l l r i - 

Tubes Use Almost -Invisible Wire! 
'l'ha tilautenl wire tt tl in nue of the new 1.1- 
volt dry -battery tubes is only about one- fourth as 
thick as a human hair. This fine wire. .0008-inch 
in diameter, crut be seen 11y the human eye only 
under a powerful light. 

Radio Locates Sardines! 
A radio -equipped scout : iriilalie !lying far out 
over the Pacific Ocean kill broadcast to the fish- 
ing fleet the location of each school of fish which 
is spotted, according to a recent report. 

1t r i 

New Jobs For Operators! 
Now that compact single -unit Iíadiotelephoue 
systems fut' small ships are on the market, Radio 
operators can pick up quite a bit of extra looney 
while waiting for their ships to leave port. The 
installation of this apparatus must be made by it 

licensed second -class operator, and all adjust- 
ments and repairs must also be made by a licensed 
man. 

- - - -U ri 
Radio Will Locate "Time Capsule!" 

Five thousand years from now, some Radio engi- 
neer will set ttp electromaguelit' prospecting 
equipment to locate an SOt -pound metal "letter" 
known as the liutc capsule, which has been buried 
fifty feet below the Westinghouse exhibit build- 
ing at the New York World's l'air. A specially 
prepared book which will he preserved in libraries 
throughout the world gives instructions whereby 
the Radio engineer of the future can locate this 
time capsule in the year 6938 A.D. 

METER MEASURES FRATERNITY 
NOISE! At the annual Noise Parade 
during the homecoming celebration at 
Oregon State College, a General Radio 
sound -level meter was used to judge the 
noise produced by the various fraternity 
floats. Pneumatic hammers pounding 
on large circular saw blades brought 
first prize with an almost- painful sound 
level of 110 decibels. No one questioned 
the judging ability of the "electric ear." 

BIRDS ACT AS VOLTMETERS! 
Birds perched on the rotatable ultra- 
high- frequency beam antenna of ama- 
teur station W8QY1 get a "hot foot" 
each time the transmitter goes on the 
air. The distance each bird jumps is an 
indication of the voltage between its 
feet. Theoretically, for a half -wave 
doublet antenna the birds should form 
a perfect half sine wave curve showing 
current distribution. 

P. A. SYSTEM WORKS WITHOUT 
TUBES! A novel public address sys- 
tem capable of projecting speech nearly 
a quarter of a mile has been developed 
by the London firm of Tannoy for 
police use. A sensitive microphone is 
coupled to a weather -proof directional 
loudspeaker through a matching trans- 
former and a 12 -volt midget storage bat- 
tery. The mike draws several amperes 
momentarily for loud commands. 
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Built -in Shielded Loop Antennas 
(Concluded from page 20) 

be carried to any room in the lionise and placed 
in operation immediately. 

One Chicago Motel has a hundred Zenith wave- 
magnet receivers available for its guests. rent- 
ing them at a small daily charge. The bellboy 
who delivers a set simply plugs it into a wall 
outlet. turns nu the switch and proceeds to tune 
in a slatiou. Noise -fret' reception with ordinary 
rorrihers WOIIIcl Ile almost impossible because 
of the strung man-made interference noise. 

RadioU'iti:ins will find it profitable to leave :t 
table model set having a shielded loop antenna 
while repairing the main receiver. The amazing 
performance of one of these sets will. in many 
cases, result in at sale. as praetically all cus- 
tomers can Ilse one or more extra rallies i» the 
kitchen. the study. or a bedroom. 

How Diversity Reception Works 
Fading is rcivally as serions a radio reception 
pruhletii as noise interference. Automatic volume 
control counteracts fading to a certain estent. 
lout when a signal fades down into the local noise 
level. rho A.V.C. system ))rings up both the noise 
and signal levels. 

I)iversity reception is the vwe:tpHiii used to coin- 
bat fading. It takes advantage of the fart that 
a signal practically never fades out at the same 
time in two different. antennas. 'l'he antennas 
can be identical and spaecd at least ono wave- 
length apart (space dircrail¡I receplincl t or (':ut 
loo in different planes. such :is one vertical and 
the 'other horizontal ( polnri:rd dire r.allc rt ccN 
limo 1. The simplest diversity receiving system 
would employ two antennas and a manually -op- 
erated single -pole, double -throw switch which 
connects one antenna at a time to the l'ereiVer. 

I he signal on one antenna fades out. the switch 
would lot. thrown to the other :nitenna, where 
the signal will invariably ho fading up (increas- 
ing in strength). .Nil illgeninlls circuit aeenlll- 
itishing this switching ai tieu autonlntirally is 

given in Fig. 1. This circuit is esscnti:llly n mag- 
netically - operated single - pole. double - throe 
switch which is actuated by the voltage across 
the A.V.C. load resistor in the receiver. The 
negative A.V.C. voltage is applied to tlit' grid of 
the Thyratron tube in series with an adjustable 
negative bias provided by the "1"' battery. 

Now let Ils sec how this diversity reception' svwitcli 
operates. Figure / shows switch blades .1/ and 
l' in the lower position. which connects the hori- 
zontal antenna to the receiver. Potentiometer I 
has previously been adjusted to a setting which 
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pli sutli(iently high negative bias to pre - 
viui ignition lionization) of the Thyratron tube 
as long as the signal stays above the noise level. 
and hence no enrreiit is flowing through the relay 
coil. When the signal fades below the noise level. 
the A. V.('. voltage in the receiver naturally goes 
down tbonutu('s less negative) : the Thyratron 
ignites. the relay operates, and switch blades i/ 
and X move upward. Blmh. X disconnects the 
horizontal antenna and immediately connects the 
veilh-ll antenna in its place. Made 1/ interrupts 
the 'l'llvr:ilroll Plato current long enough to allow 
the strong veil ical antenna signal to raise the 
A.V.C. voltage and prevent re- ignition of the 
Thyratron when .1/ reaches its upper contact null 
closes the plate circuit again. Tho relay is so 

TO MINUS 
AV.C.TERMINAL 
OF RECEIVER 

TO 
RECEIVER 
CHASSIS 

SWITCHING 
RELAY 

2A4G 
THYRATRON 50 

MA. 
VERTICAL 
ANTENNA 

C- C +B- 
TO ANT. TERMINAL 
OF RECEIVER 

E, 

=PM 

fN 
HORIZONTAL 
ANTENNA 

FIG. I. 

Simplified version of a diversity reception circuit de- 
veloped by McMurdo Silver to counteract fading. 

designed that blades If and X will remain in this 
tipper position now until the vertical antenna 
signal fades out enough to cause ignition of the 
'l'hyratron again. ')'his will restore blades .1/ and 
.\- to the positions shown in Fig. I. The relay 
will operate in this same way each time fading 
ucctns. A click will he heard each time a change 
of antennas is made. 

:Lore elutlitr'ate diversity receptl a systems are 
designed to have two or mote antennas in use 
at all tithes, each feeding into a complete receiver 
channel up to the audio demodulator stage; the 
outputs of these receivers are then combined. sl 
that all antennas contribute in varying :unotnits 
TO the signal fed into the single audio amplifier. 
This costly duplication of 11.F'. and detector chan- 
nels is necessary because carrier signals picked 
up by different anIPIIn:ls are out of please with 
each other and cannot ho combined until the 
carriers have been removed Ivy the process of 
demodulation. These elaborate diversity systems, 
used chiefly for commercial point -to -point com- 
munication via short-wave radio. give no switch- 
ing clicks during operation. 

nri 
National Radio Institute. during 1939, is cele- 
brating its 25th Anniversary-ut quarter -century 
of progress -a record of achievement. 
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R.I. ALUIIINI NEW4 
Earl R. Bennett President 
Clarence Stokes. C. IL Morehead Vice-Pres. 
Allen McCloskey, E. E. Oliver Vice-Pres. 
Earl Merryman Secretary 
Louis L. Mcnue l.,ieeutive- Secretary 

The New President of the N. R. I. Alumni 

Association Briefly Outlines His Objectives 

TO FELLOW MEMBERS EVERYWHERE - GOOD WISHES 

First of all let rot' expr, my deep apprecia- 
tion of the honor that the members of the \ :i- 
tittual l{adio Institute .\huuui A,.-oeiat ion lia ce 
bestowed upon me. by selecting lut as their Presi 
dent for the year Iuau. Lt View 
the fact that this year is the ''Ill 
birthday anniversary of the Na- 
tional Itadio Iustilnle. and the lath 
birthday anniversary of the N. lt. I. 
\luuuti . \ssociation, it is a double 
liottue. I siuccrt ly hope thaI I caul. 
in soute snu!Il way. justify poll 
choice by stmt, art that will he of 
benefit Io the organization and to 
all Itatlio servicemen. 

Inning my three terms as Vice 
President of the N. It. I \ \ , and 
my four terms as Chairman of 
the Chicago Chapter of the 
N. It. I..k.. \.. it has her] my policy 
to extend a helping haut'. in any way I could. 
to the beginner in Itatli t. To accomplish this 
1 baye written ninny articles for the Chicago 
l'imiter Chatter I:t house organ published by 
and for the Chicago Chapter and I have given 
unite a unutber of lectures ou uel oily the proper 
melloil- of servicing but also on the proper itIt- 
pro:wit to any problem. he it wee i:ntititl. tlee- 
trienl or tnstou er. 

In, - menthe]. of the N. It. I \ it 
h ni -ayiug that lie already kuulv.s the 

teelutical sine of Radio. but he most learn the 
practical side of it. We can help Dint. and itt 

lure be helping ourselves by seeing 
to it that in getting tiff MI the right 
foot in the business he leaves a good 
impression ht the minds of his tns 
turners, which invariably reflects 
credit on the service industry as a 

whole. 

It is my intention to continue this policy. 1 

believe that OW of the most important objects 
of the N. It. I \ \ is to assist the beginner 
in Itadiu to mako a success in his chosen field. 
IIe most know how to get new business he 
must hoary hots to hold old business, :wit he 
nnt-I know how to make a fair profit from his 

To accomplish this is no small task. 
and requires the wholehearted el/- 
operation of every member of the 
N. It 1 \ \ Gourd fellowship and 
friendliness to all other members 
is a neces- il.. :ts is the willingnes 
to Itutl a ItI1tiug hand to all new 
corners. .k 1111 to trcive the bene- 
fits from such a program. one most 

certainly must be a utrutber of the N. It. I. A. A.. 
whether he lives ill city, 111l% it. or village. 

Now. just a few words on a umtter of policy. 1 

st rongly advocate an amendment to out Ily- Laws 
to restrict the term of office of the President of 
our Alumni to one your. Mr. Unuit, our President 
of last year set the right example when he de- 
cided not to 11111 a_ :tin in under to give someone 
else an opportunit to live up iu otlicc. I agree 
with that policy. 

\Iy sincere good wishes to every fellow member. 
Write to nit.. if you \visit, in care of 1!caduual- 
ters. ut ail hop, Rrutta Ave.. Eva istou, lllit ois. 

i :.uu. It. .'El i', ''resident. 
N. It I..Utuuui Assuciatiuu. 
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Here and There Among Alumni Members 
J. B. Straughu, of Headquarters, returning from 
a meeting in Baltimore, stopped to adjust the 
wind- shield wiper ou his car. A gust of wind 
blew his hat into a corn field. Hot in pursuit 
Straughu chased it until he lost it in the dark- 
ness. Anyway, that's his story, believe it or not. 

n r i 
Some of the boys in Chicago attended a party 
and dance given for the benefit of Erick John - 
Ron, who has been seriously ill for some time. 
Erick was mighty pleased to know his many 
friends are pulling hard for him. 

lt. ri 
Two years ago T. L. Kidd borrowed $100.00 to 
start in business. Today he has the lending Pub- 
lic Address and Sound Laboratory in San An- 
tonio, Texas. And exclusive of sound work, his 
Radio repair work runs well over $100.00 a week. 

ir. r i 
RORR Coleman is a member of the Radio Staff, 
R. Jl. S. "Aquitania" of the Cunard White Star 
Line, sailing from New York to London. 

n r i 
Henry W. Berger and Frank Mack of Long 
Island City, N. Y. are forming a partnership and 
will open a first class Radio shop. nri 
Walter Young of Detroit is well again after a 
long illness. His twin sons, Harold and Howard, 
now seven years old, are his inspiration. 

n r i 
If Lucio E. Albano will get in touch with C. C. 
Mersey, 4 Irving Place, New York City, he may 
recover a key case which was found by Hersey. 

n r i 
A year or so ago when Joseph Kaufman, Director 
of Education, N. R. I., made a- talk to the mem- 
bers of New York Chapter, a big cat in the room 
heckled him. Recently when Kaufman again 
talked to the New York boys the saute cat wax 
there to annoy him. nri 

H. W. Malstrom, graduate of 1926, bobs up in 
Bremerton, Washington, where he is teaching 
Radio in the Bremerton High School. 

n r i 
Since June, 1937, our member Jim Seeley has 
been in the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at 
Saranac, N. Y. Jim will be glad to hear from 
any members who may care to take time to write 
to him. nri 
Ken Hughes of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, has 
been operator at CFAC. Recently they found out 
he has a good voice, so now he takes a turn at 
announcing too. nri 
Mrs. Spangler, who has been of great assistance 
to our fellow member, Howard Spangler, in the 
building of one of the outstanding Radio service 
shops in Knoxville, Tenn., has recovered from a 
serious operation. Bet Howard missed her while 
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she was in the hospital. 
n r i 

Mr. E. E. Starr, Lodi, 
Calif., celebrated his 
seventy - eighth birthday 
on January 29, 1939. Con- 
gratulations and con- 
tinued good health. 

nri 
From Mrs. S. Jlotttilier. Moulton, ,Maine, comes 
word that graduate Maurice Bowline,- slipped 
out of this world. He had long been a sufferer 
of asthma, but the end came very suddenly in 
his sleep. Only twenty-two years old- that's sad 
netes. 

1t r i 
Robert P. Ayres of Baltimore, Md.. is bank in 
Radio after a year's lay -up, owing to an auto- 
mobile accident. Wow ! Glad you are bank in 
the game, Bob. 

n r i 

Help! help! How about sottie nelex.! Send it 
in for these columns, please. 

nri 
Now G. S. McLean is stowing a great interest 
in a Local Chapter at Winnipeg. 

n r i 

L. J. Knurrt, Secretary of Neue York Chapter. 
always a booster, writes that when the New 
York World's Fair is over the 121(0/, acres will 
be transformed into a public park of the city. 

n r i 

W. G. Van Every of Denver is getting a big kick 
out of the new Dodge Sedan he bought with 
Radio earnings. 

n r i 

Speaking of autos, Executive Sere, tar,, .Ili um 
dashed into a no parking zone near the /xtil it 
one morning "just for a few minutes." li t ri, In 
went bark at 4 :30 P. if. the cops had torrid the 
ear to the station. Zouie! Five bucks. 

n r i 

Robert Beagle of Lewiston. Maine, not only is 
a very successful Radio man. but he also is a 
close student of music. Ile knows all about 
Beethoven, Mendelsohn, Schubert and other ont - 
landing composers. 

n r i 

Transradio press operator-there's an il, rest- 
ing job. That's the title held by Vince,rt Itolra 
at Station KGCU, Mandan, N. D., a graduate of 
1937. 

n r i 

Kenneth C. Robieson is Chief Radio Operator. 
Fort Snelling, Minn. Likes his job -- which makes 
life sweet. 
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lhQ Sciatica T 
Conducted by 

J. B. Straughn, N. R. I. Service Consultant 

Send in your service notes. We will re -word them for publication. 
To qualify your note for the NEws you must hare observed the same 

trouble on two or more identical receivers. 

PHILCO MODEL HIM ELIMINATION 
:38 -35 
Beginning with run 3 receivers the red wire 
which counect,, the lilanient of the 6Q7G tube 
to the on-off switch was lengthened. The wire 
should follow the rear, side and front panels 
of the chassis close to the base instead of be- 
ing connected directly from the switch to the 
socket contact. 

n r i 

PHILCO MODEL INCREASED BATTERY 
38 -38 LIFE 
By replacing resistor No. 38 (900 ohms) with a 
2,000 ohm unit, the current drain on the "BC" 
battery will be reduced. 

n r i 

PHILCO MODEL OVERLOADING 
:38 -39 AND DISTORTION 
In order to reduce maximum volume buzz the 
following parts may be changed: Resistor 22 
(11.7 ohms) should be changed to a 12.3 ohm 
resistor, Philco replacement part No. 33 -1273, 
resistor No. 30 (2 megohms) should be replaced 
by a 4 megohm resistor, resistor No. 27 (160,- 
000 ohms) should be increased to 240,000 ohms. 

n r i 

PHILCO MODEL HUM ELIMINATION 
38 -690 
To prevent hum, condenser No. 123 must be placed 
as far as possible away from the A.C. switch 
of the audio bass control No. 122. 

J. It. JACKSON, Service Manager, Philco. 
n r 

GRUNOW MODEL 10G INTERMITTENT 
Disconnect and solder together leads from phono 
jack. If this clears up the trouble the switch is 
defective and the hot A.F. portions are inter - 
mittently shorting to the chassis. :f phonograph 
is not used, leave out of circuit. 

n r 
SPARTON MODELS 600, 610, DEAD 
620, 737, 930 AND 931 
I have found that the trouble cull usually be 
traced to the breaking down of one of the small 
by -pass condensers connected either to the plates 
of the tubes or the cathode thereof. There are 
four of these units setting upright in the cala 

containing the tubes. They are moulted to the 
chassis with a screw which serves as one con- 
nection and a lug projecting from the side is 
the other contact. The first call I had I re- 
placed with an exact replacement. This also 
broke down in short order. I concluded that the 
peak voltage they are able to withstand is 
rather low. I now replace with a tubular 60(1 

volt condenser with pigtail leads. There is room 
below the sub -panel for these units. One is a 
.25 mfd. 't connected to the plates. The other 
three are 1 mfd. units on the cathodes. 

HILBERT E. GLADE, Wisconsin. 
it r 

PHIL('O FORD 1936 DISTORTION 
MODEL 
Distortion accompanied by a decrease in volume 
when the volume control is turned on full may 
be traced to an open in the secondary of the 
second I.F. transformer. A new transformer 
should be installed. 

n r i 

SPARTON MODEL 931 INTERMITTENT 
AND HUM 

This trouble nias usually be traced to a defec- 
tive .6 ohm hum balancing resistor connected 
between the filaments of the 182 power tubes. 
The resistor may increase to as much as 6 or 
7 ohms thus seriously reducing filament current 
to these tubes and causing low volume as well 
as the other listed troubles. 

J. D. OLwAGE, Africa. 
far i 

RCA MODEL 8M4 VIBRATOR HASH 
Install a 500 ohm flexible wire wound resistor 
is series with the black lead going to the local - 
distance switch on the control head assembly. 

fa ri 
R('A MODEL 280 DISTORTION 
Distortion on resonance is often due to an open 
in the .003 mfd. AX.C. coupling condenser lo- 
cated inside the first I.F. transformer. Lack of 
A.V.C. voltage due to this open condenser is the 
cause of the distortion and replacement with 
another condenser of approximately the same 
capacity will eliminate the trouble. 

(Page 29, please) 
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Chicago Chapter 
Executive Secretary \tnne :illended our last 
meeting which was held at our regular meet- 
ing place, Eckert Park. Chicago Ave. and Noble 
St. In spite of very severe weather a good 
crowd carne out and we had a bang -up meeting. 

Our Chairman. Ed Sorg. was in good form and 
he kept things humming until 11:00 P.M.. when 
we adjourned the business session for a bit of 
good fellowship. 

The business meeting was opened by Sorg with 
some late information on Radios and equipment. 
Sorg keeps us posted on anything new in the 
Radio line which is of interest to servicemen 
in flu. Chicago area. 

Then J. Cordero demonstrated a simple piece of 
equipment which he built. Next we took up a 
defective receiver which was brought to tlte meet- 
ing by one of our members. We put the tester 
on it and after a careful point to point test 
we located the trouble. The trouble located we 
proceeded to get out soldering iron and tools 
and soon we had the set in tip -top shape. This 
brief account gives an idea of the kind of meet- 
ings we hold. We get right down to practical 
work. We waste little time on speeches and 
formality. No one need feel backward about 
attending these meetings. The boys welcome new 
members. What speaking is necessary our Chair- 
man does. Ed Sorg knows what it takes to make 
meetings interesting and he arranges each meet- 
ing in advance. 

These meetings are held on the first and third 
Thursday of each month at 8:30 P.M. in Eckert 
l'ark t'i 'Id house, Chicago Avenue (1400 West I. 
Come out and brush up on your shop technique. 

Reitman Colin anao. Secretary. 

a r i - 

Philadelphia- Camden Chapter 
Things have been going along nicely with us. 
We have a new meeting place at 1619 Girard 
Ave.. and we mow are organizing a membership 
campaign to increase our already good attend- 
ance. 

'l'here are Its of fellows in the Philadelphia- 
Camden sector who are missing a good thing by 
neglecting to come down :mad join us. When 
nit uit ins such as M. Blackwood find it worth- 
while to travel fifty miles to be with us reg- 
ularly it must be because the fellows get some 
real money -making ideas and information. 

Charley Fehn, our Chairman. is working like a 
beaver liming up new speakers for us. 

We meet on the first and third Thursday of 
each month. 

ALLEN Scut. voxi, Secretary. 
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Detroit Chapter 
lohu Stauish, our Chairman, is determined to 
make 1939 a very progressive year in the his- 
tory of our Local Chapter. IIe is giving us 
excellent programs and promises no let -up at 
all. Statist is that sort of fellow. Ile is a 

human dynamo and things simply hunt under 
his direction. 

At our last meeting Mr. Henry W. Rissi. Presi- 
dent of the Radio Supply and Engineering Co.. 
addressed us. After a brief, but interesting. 
talk Mr. Rissi introduced Mr. R. H. Hendricks 
of his organization. Mr. Hendricks gave us a 
complete and Practical demonstration of the 
Rider f'hamaly -t. After a very informative talk 
the fellows gathered around the instrument. 
while Mr. Hendricks patiently answered all ques- 
tions. 

Mr. L. I. Myrna. of Ileadquarters. was a visi- 
tor at this meeting. Iie beamed broadly at a 

very enthusiastic reception and addressed the 
Chapter briefly with some appropriate remarks. 

Unfortunately. our Secretary and Vice Presi- 
dent of the National organization, Mr. F. E. 
Oliver, was quite ill with influenza and unable 
to attend this meeting. The fellows expressed 
the hope that Oliver would be well enough to 
attoud our next meeting. 

Chairman St anish gave a brief pep talk after 
which we adjourned to take part in a special 
party which was arranged for Menne. There 
was plenty to eat and drink and most of the 
fellows stayed until lung after midnight. This 
gathering was held in our regular meeting place. 
the modern, air -conditioned shop of our member 
Itobcrtson at 111 I.:twreuce Avenue. at Woodward 
Avenue. fete out any second or fourth Friday 
of the month. our attendance is gradually in- 
creasing under the inspiring leadership of ('hair - 
man Stanish who always starts meetings 
promptly at S:30 and arranges for plenty of 
action to make every meeting a worthwhile one 
for all who attend. 

C. II. Jln.t.s. Acting Secretary. 

)1 l' i 

Vice President Morehead in Peoria, 
Illinois 

l'. it. Ittrehead. who has teem one of the real 
regulars in f'hicago Chapter will be missed for 
sometime. Morehead was transferred to I'eoria. 
Illinois. for an indefinite time, but we hope he 
will be back in Chicago in about six mouths. 
Ills assignment in Peoria is temporary. 

The boys in Chicago will miss him, but Morehead 
lias promised to continue as Editor of the Chicago 
Chapter Chatter. working with Bennett, who is 
Technical Editor. 
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The Service Forum (Ccntinued from page 27) 

PHIL('O MODELS 38 -22 PILOT LIGHT 
:1NI) 38 -23 BURNS OUT 
This honhle. caused by high line voltage. may he 
eliminated by shunting the 75 ohm resistor 
(l'hileo part No. 33-30271 across the pilot lamp. 

sri - -- - 
PILOT MODEL 93 VERY LOW VOLUME 
()pen circuited speaker field winding ; replace the 
speaker. 

n ri- - 
PILOT MODEL X63B DEAD 
Shorted It. F. plate by -pass condenser. use a lilIt) 
volt. 2 mfd. replacement. 

!I r i- - - - 

I'ILOT MODEL X65B LOUD HUM 
A loud hum as the set is turned ou is due to a de- 
fective 75 tube (second -detector and first audio:. 
Replace the tube. sri 
FAIRBANKS MORSE LOW 
MODEL. 72 VOLUME 
1)(4(41 ive veium' control (decreased in rosis- 
'alley t. Replace with a new eue which should 
be a 500010 (hnt mtit with a tap at :4I).0011 ohms 
for bass compcusation. 

n r i- - - 
ZENITH CHASSIS CRACKLING ANI) 
No. 5801 I.(111' VOLUME 
Open circuited first 1. l'. coil primary winding. 
(replace the I. F. transformer. uri 
ZENITH CHASSIS 5801 REGENERATION 
))pen circuited second detector diode load by 
pass coudeuser, capacity 511 umtfd. mica. uri 
l'IIII.('O MODEL 16 LOUD HUM 
I.vaky power supply filter condetrsor. l' :t1acïty 
S mfd. sri--- - 
1'H1LCO CRACKLING AS 
MODEL THE VOLUME IS 
38- 2670 TURNED FULL 
Defective speaker, center the c4111e. test the (1ut- 
put transformer. 

n r i -- - -- - 
ERLA MODEL 82A175E DEAD 
Shorted .11 5 audio coupling condenser. 

n,.i 
EMERSON CHASSIS U6C 'A/W VOLUME 

)pou _. :.nu ohm speaker field winding. replace the 
speaker. - n r i 
EMERSON 
CHASSIS UfiC 
Defective 6116 second detector 
tube with a new one. 

M. (:ern 
n r i 

AIRLINE MODELS 62 -305 
62-385, 62 -411 AND 
62-495 

MODULATION 
HUM 

tithe, replace the 

Asmnnx India. 

SQUEAL AT 
HIGH VOLUME 

'111`k the 111 ntftl. 25 volt elect rolyt is rontlonser. 
I have nitwit this condenser aspen in .evtval 
Iteldace with ai Iea.s1 ...o colt condenser of s:nne 
capacity. Another thing is the output trails 
former of this model. I have found two of th..,. 
radios with the output transformer open. 

1. \\I ES R.vrnntss. Missouri. 
n. r i 

GENERA(. ELE('TRI(' WI :.UC RE('El'TION 
\I()DELS E -91 .)NI) LOW B 
ANI) E -95 VOLTAGE 
When a new type :'ZI rertilier tube restores op- 
erat ion. cbecl: the i..onilcusrrs 
:is Ihesc -..lnrtinlrs Lave :t leakage current as 
high :Is :.o stilts each, therefore destroying the 
tube after several hours service. 

In.t..utn Tenn. 
- -- nr - - - -- 

1)ELCO MODELS 611 ANI) 613 HASII 
Remove set from container :11111 expose Ilse power 
Karl:. Where will be found a twin .5 mfd. con- 
denser No. 7_::1150. 'Phis is an A litter. Breaking 
wax off grounding end of condenser will reveal a 
loose or had connection. If original replacentout . 
is not obtainable. substitute two .5 mfd. conden- 
sers. Don't forget 10 1'1111 now wire frail) . choke 
coil to vibrator socket. 

tt r i -- - - 

DE1.('O MODELS VIOLENT SCREECHING 
611 .1NI) 643 SIMILAR TO OSCILLATION 
This condition is not a case of open condensers 
or had u'44iuds. but a f:utlty ItX51: tube. ('heck 
Inbe for leakage between one 
c ;ithode :nit plate. 

A. E. IS.Viwoon. South Afric ::. 
1l r i- - - - - 

1l 7'll R.11)IO SERVI('E 
If the in- I:illat ion of a suippressor at the distribu- 
tor doe: not clear up interference, to. the sup- 
presser at the coil end of the center distributor 
lead. 

ALBERT I:m.rtm. \Iiml. 
)) t i 

1'11I1,í'() MODEL 38 -8 INCREASE HIGH 
('O1íE 121 FREQUENCY AUDIO 

RESPONSE 
To increase the response of the audio system at 
the higher frequencies. reduce the capacity of 
condenser No. 411 (.(HIS ntfd.) to .11(14 »rftl. - t)ri - - -- 
l'1111.C(1 MODELS 38 -22 
1NIl 38 -23 HUM 
'l'e prevent hour when the volume control is on 
t'uli. the red and brown 144:141s from the second I.14'. 

transformer (1S) mist Ile placed as far as pos- 
sible away front thc cable and pilot lamp leads 
at the rear of the chassis. 
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New York Chapter 
At one of our recent meetings we had an attend- 
ance of 135. This was a fine tribute to Mr. J. 
Kaufman. Director of Education. N. R. I., who 
gave us an interesting talk on "Television- 1939 
Version." After the meeting many of the fellows 
remained to ask Mr. Kaufman questions. Mr. 
Kaufman very patiently stayed until long after 
midnight to cover all of the points which were 
brought up by fellows eager for information. It 
was a grand meeting. L. L. Menne was also 
present and entertained the boys briefly, while 
Mr. Kaufman was warming up to his task. 

Chairman Stock wishes to thank the members 
for their attendance which has been an inspira- 
tion to all of our officers. Our officers are glad 
to give the newer members the benefit of their 
experience. We always have a good practical 
talk arranged for each meeting. 

We anticipate many students and graduates of 
N. 1t. I. will visit the World's Fair In New York. 
To those who may be in our city on the first 
or third Thursday of any month we extend a 
cordial invitation to join us in our meeting at 
Damanzeks Manor. 12 St. Mark's Place, New 
York City. 

We are looking forward to it meeting at which 
Earl Bennett, the new President of the National 
organization will be present. Mr. Bennett has 
promised to visit New York sometime during 
the summer. 

Louts J. KU \ERT, Secretary. 
n r i 

Additions to N. R. I. Ham List 
We shall be glad to list your call letters if you 
are an amateur operator. Give us your call let- 
ters the next time you write. The following 
have been reported recently. 

ZSRGB -W. Gorman- Brakpan, South Africa. 
W9NNV -L. D. Lewis -So. Hutchinson, Kans. 
W3IIVV -John Di Leo -Lancaster, Pa. 
W3BLN -W. Norman Dalling- Pottstown, Pa. 
W9ZKI -Eldon Schultz -Great Bend, Kans. 
WSIILK -C. A. Perkins -Del Rio, Texas. 
W9YBK -M. S. Sarchett-Sigourney, Iowa. 
W8QP1!'- ('harles E. Stuhl- Cleveland, Ohio. 
VE1BP - -C. F. Fuller- Hortonville, N. S., Can. 
WSRUN -Edw, Waibel- Millvale, Pa. 
W9TRN -E. H. Koch -Centralia, Ill. 
W1LCL -Paul P. Glazier -Greenfield. Mass. 
VE4APQ -H. E. Vernon -Winnipeg. Man., Can. 
W2LKA -11 Ferris -Peekskill, N. Y. 
W2GQ --Wm. McClenahan- Brooklyn, N. Y. 
VE3AWB -H. S. Korbie -Kirkland Lake, Ont., 
Can. 
W9CCJ- Melvin Osborne- Indianapolis, Ind. 
W7GVG -David O. Reichlein -The Dalles, Oreg. 
W'8SJY -Geo. Heintz -Flint, Mich. 
VE4AFZ -D. T. Black, Watrous, Sask., Can. 
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Baltimore Chapter 
Pete 1)111.11, who served our Chapter as Chair- 
man for three terms and who also served the 
National organization for several years as Presi- 
dent, is again back in the chair at our Chapter. 
Pete is one of those fellows who likes lots of 
action and promises plenty of good things for 
our members. 

Wiegand W. Jensen, who has been Chairman for 
the past two years is not shirking responsibil- 
ity by any means for he has accepted the office 
of Vice -Chairman. In this capacity he will he 
able to give his time and cooperation to the 
Chapter, as Ile has always done in the past. 
Dunn and Wiegand make a good team. 

The complete slate of new officers is as follows : 
('hairman --P. ,1. Dunn 
Vice -Chairman -W. W. Jensen 
Sec. -Treas. -I. A. Willett 
Asst. Sec. -Treas. -W. B. Giese 
Librarian -E. W. Gosnell 
Sgt. -at- Arms -G. D. l'a rlet t 

Our meeting of March 21 was a humdinger. We 
had our usual session after which we served 
refreshments aplenty. It was just a sample of 
other big things we have in store for our mem- 
bers, 

Straughn and Menne of Headquarters, were pres- 
ent. We also had a good representation of guests 
and it is hoped that all students and graduates 
in the Baltimore area will come out to meet 
with us. The better attendance we have the bet- 
ter programs can be arranged. 

We meet on the first and third Tuesday of each 
month at Fishpaw's Hall, Baltimore and Gilmor 
Streets, at S:30 P.M. 

I. A. WILLETT, Secretary. 

Technical Editor Bennett on left, Mrs. Alice Bennett, 
Mrs. Letha Morehead and Editor C. B. Morehead get 

out an edition of the Chicago Chapter Chatter. 
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( A Skligif34 
Appreciates Consultation Service 

I sure do enjoy reading such in l :s the 
Service Forum, the Laboratory rag, and the 
Service Sheets. I certainly appreciate the 
mighty fine consultation service offered to a 
student. 1 had been trying for a long time to get 
a certain circuit diagram for an All -Wave Fif- 
teen tube Ili- Fidelity Superheterodyne receiver. 
but when I asked Mr. Dowie, Chief Instructor. I 

received a copy of the diagram by return wail. 
That's real service. 

T. C. IbUGIILIN, 
Brook yn. N. V. 

11 r i 

Want More of This, Fellows? 
I congratulate you on the wonderful make up of 
the Silver Anniversary edition of the NATIONAL. 
RADIO NEWS. "Modern Servicing Technique" by 
Joseph Kaufman was tops. llave already read 
this article three or four times. 

WILLIAM LOESTRO\I. 
Valdosta, Oa. 

n r i-- - 
More Power to Jay and Ozzie 
Nu:ws has meant more to me than just service 

news. It has been healing to a troubled mind. 
I have been sick for a long time. However, 1 

am beginning to feel myself again, so I am 
catching up on reading the RADIO NEWS. I bane 
just finished reading an article by Mr. Markus, 
entitled "Electronics, Inc. Stage a IIallovveen 
Party." I couldn't have enjoyed myself more at 
a movie. 

n r i 

WALTFSi YOUNG, 
Detroit, Mich. 

National Radio News is Interesting 
I think the RAnto NEws is one of the most in- 
teresting magazines ever published. 

ARNOLD IiIIEKSl'AI/, 
Mound, Minn. 

Another Suggestion 
In reading NATIONAL. RADIO NEWS I took an in- 
terest in what was publised as short cuts in 
Radio work. All those tricks can be learned 
by experience. I have a suggestion which I be- 
lieve may be old to some, but new to others. 
The idea I have, which I have discovered my- 
self through an accident is magnetized tools by 
placing a screw- driver in any speaker field of a 
fairly large output. In a short time you are able 
to pick up small screws and hold them indefi- 
nitely. I am sure some of the boys would like to 
make use of the idea. 

JOSEPH CELESTA NO, 

North Bay, Ont., Canada. 

ta 
Swell Mag, Eh, Pal 

Your magazine, the RADIO NEws is a swell mag, 
let me tell you. I look forward to the Laboratory 
Page and the Service Forum. The Radiotriciau 
Service Sheet is swell also. 

FRANCIS C. MoaavEK, 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

Wants Articles on Servicing 
I think the NEWS is tops. Mr. Robrich's Labo- 
ratory Page is my favorite page. The Service 
Forum is also helpful and the "Kinks and Short 
Cuts in Radio Servicing" was very useful and of 
course saves me a lot of time. Please give its 
plenty of articles on servicing. 

LUCIEN GUITAR!, 
Sturgeon Falls, Ont., Canada. 

tri 
Wouldn't Want to Miss The News 

NATIONAL RADIO NEws heads my reading list. I 
would not want to miss "Servicing Universal 
A.C. -D.C. Receivers," "Installing Push- Button 
Tuners" and "Kinks and Short Cuts in Radio 
Servicing." 

J. II. CROWLEY, JR., 
Memphis, Tens. 
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Visitors at N. R. I. Are Welcome 
\I:uy of our stnthuLs /HO _r:Itlnal,: aitl cisit Ill R'urld's Vail' iu New York. Those \chu puss 
thrutnth \\"asloin_tou ore curdi:tlly invited to t1r0111 

iu at N. K. l. tu uuet suuu uf the ullici:tls :unl 
staff members of the Iasi itnte. \\"e aye proud 
uf our building, our equipment and nur carefully 
trained organization. 

If you pass thi: aay be :nre to call uu us. \'un 
\\ill get a much Iti_cer and better itul re:iuu uf 
N. It. I. after you see Iii facilities for :en icing. 
our students and graduates- :tad hua \ve tlu it. 

The follu\cing letter ft0111 :1 slwlout is typical ut' 
utltrs \ce receive. 

-.lust arrived front your beautiful city uf Wash- 
ington. It. ('.. and I uuist say I certainly did 
enjoy every minute that I \con ill \ \ ":IShiuglon. 
anti tilo surrounding neighborhoods. 

"I was very much impressed by the beautiful 
and immaculately clean school tlult you In:1int:tilt 
as the headquarters l'or N. It. 1. Such a modern 
school and competent staff certainly gave lite 
renewed courage to study More and tv ill: litho it 
to st rice lu be :I wore etticient Itadio sercitouruJ1. 

'Nu\\ that l'ut hack ili the ulti harness :i :tin. I 
;;u at wy \curl: Willi a titlle worn cilu :roil vigor. 
after that vacation and visit io Viti si bout 11111' 

hr.; svitich I st1\\ your staff of instructors. 

-many thanks. to you owl all of your stall' for 
your kind consideration and especially Ito yon. 
\Ir. Smith. to the Ialito I.. 1.. \ leone 1111[1 Tech- 
nical Ialitui I.. .1. \l:nI:ns. \rho stttvtd nu the 
different ilertirlatent: and also the I:itur:tlory 
etluiluuout an l its ulur:lliun. 

"I ant grateful to you all for the splendid hospi- 
tality shu\\u me tliiriui, my stay in your city.'. 

'l'ntco J. Ilt:tvu. 
ICeo\\ at iii. 11 h:11í sit a. 

NI i -- ------ 

Thanks For 25th Anniversary Letters 
Mr. Smith. Mr. II:ia:. Mr. Ito\cie :tint :ill mem- 
bers of our Staff give thanks for the great many 
letters ut' cuueratnlation w,. ti:ivo received iii 
connect inn \ villi Iho t elehratiun of 1i 

Space liwit:ttiuu: t t i ttuil ns to publish only It 
\cry fo\c of these letter, in N.\TtltN.\l. RADIO Ni-.ws 
so we esltre: unr tutqurciotiou in this more 
general. lout nevertheless deeply sincere way. 
Thank you all for your good wishes. 
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